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Abstract 
Icewine is a dessert wine of critical importance to the Canadian wine industry. The Icewine 

grapes are frozen on the vine, creating ice crystals, and subsequently concentrating the solutes 

in the juice. Icewine juice places yeast under increased osmotic stress, resulting in altered 

metabolism. This includes increased glycerol production, an internal osmolyte, and higher 

acetic acid production as they are linked to the cytosolic NAD+ and NADP+ cofactor 

systems. The yeast glycerol transporter Stl1p allows for glycerol uptake, lowering the 

production of glycerol and therefore acetic acid. Here we compare two Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae wine yeast strains, K1-V1116 wild type and K1-V1116 Δstl1, with Saccharomyces 

uvarum CN1, and relate the differences in metabolite production to the cofactor systems.  

To that end, starter cultures of each strain were established Icewine juice with samples 

collected at fixed intervals and assayed for acetic acid, glycerol, ethanol, acetaldehyde, sugar, 

and the NAD+/NADH and NADP+/NADPH cofactor systems.  

K1-V1116 wild-type, K1-V1116 Δstl1 knockout, and CN1 showed different kinetics of 

glycerol and acetic acid production. Although glycerol production per unit time did not vary 

among the three yeast strains, per unit sugar consumed, K1V1116 Δstl1 produced the most 

glycerol followed by CN1 and then K1-V1116. K1-V1116 Δstl1 was found to produce the 

highest amount of acetic acid as a function of sugar consumed compared to the wildtype. 

CN1 produced the lowest amount of acetic acid as a function of sugar despite producing 

higher glycerol than the K1 V1116 wild-type. 

While there was no statistical difference in the NAD(H) redox system ratios between the 

three yeast to account for the differences in glycerol and acetic acid production, S. uvarum 

CN1 showed statistically lower amounts of oxidized NADP+ to total NADP(H) compared to 

both of the S. cerevisiae K1 strains. These findings provide further insight about yeast 

metabolism under hyperosmotic stress.  
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1 Literature Review 

1.1 Icewine and its Challenges 

1.1.1 Icewine and the Ontario Industry 

Icewine is a major product of the Ontario Wine industry, with over 650,000 litres 

produced in the 2018 vintage, valued at over $100 million Canadian dollars (VQA 

Ontario 2019). It was the first Canadian wine category to gain international fame 

(Johnson and Robinson 2009). While Icewine (a VQA protected term), also 

generically referred to as ice wine, icewine, and Eiswein in German speaking 

countries, has been produced for at least 100 years, the Niagara Region in Southern 

Ontario has a climate that is particularly suited to making quality Icewines and it has 

been able to consistently produce these wines vintage after vintage (Ziraldo and 

Kaiser 2007). It is this ability to reliably produce Icewine that has made Canada the 

largest producer of Icewine in the world (British Columbia Ministry of Agriculture 

2014). 

The production of Icewine in Ontario is highly regulated through various laws of the 

Vintners Quality Alliance including acts and regulations which govern everything 

from harvest, vinification, labeling, and the trademarking of the capitalized  word 

“Icewine” (Wine Growers Canada 2011; ‘VQA Ontario · Regulations · Standards’ 

2020). These laws dictate that to produce Icewine in Ontario, the grape berries must 

be harvested and pressed while being at or below -8°C (Ontario Government 2017). 

Average soluble solids must be at least 35° Brix prior to fermentation with any 

individual press fraction testing above 32° Brix, although final average Brix values 
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around 40° Brix are the industry norm (Ontario Government 2017; Ziraldo and Kaiser 

2007). Additionally, the final alcohol content in the Icewine must be between 7.0 and 

14.9% by volume (Ontario Government 2017). This is in contrast to Germany’s 

standards, where Eiswein has a lower alcoholic requirement of at least 5.5% alcohol 

and, depending on the State’s regulations, a minimum of  between 110-128° Oechsle, 

which equates to approximately 26-29.5° Brix (Bundesgesetzblatt 1994; Deutsches 

Weininstitut 2018).  

1.1.2 Icewine Production Issues 

To achieve the soluble solids (Brix) values required under Ontario law, the grape 

berries must be left on the vines for considerably longer than any other wine style. 

Harvesting grapes for Icewine is dictated by the temperature outdoors and can start as 

early as November and run into March with the main harvest range of December to 

January (Pickering and Inglis 2012). While typical wine production carries risks of 

sour-rot, gray rot, bird/animal predation, and inclement weather, the result of the 

prolonged hang-time the grapes spend on the vine, in the case of Icewine production, 

increases the risk of loss and spoilage from all these factors (Pickering and Inglis 

2012).  Producers of Icewine grape berries also contend with the added concern of 

freeze-thaw cycles that, while needed, can both increase the rate of infections and 

destroy the quality of the grape berries (Ziraldo and Kaiser 2007; Pickering and Inglis 

2012). Anecdotal evidence suggests that each freeze-thaw cycle causes microtears in 

the skins of the grape berries aiding the concentration of final juice through 

dehydration but these microtears may also provide routes for microbes to enter, 

increasing the chance of infection (Ziraldo and Kaiser 2007). Of particular note is 



 

   

Gluconobacter sp., a type of ubiquitous acetic acid bacterium (AAB) that is able to 

produce acetic acid, a regulated compound in Vintners Quality Alliance (VQA) 

wines, directly from glucose along with ethanol (Bartowsky and Henschke 2008). 

This ability for AAB to produce large quantities of acetic acid in the grape berries 

means that harvested grape juice, if not monitored and managed, can have a 

significant amount of acetic acid in the juice prior to fermentation, making it difficult 

to manage acetic acid increases during yeast fermentation and to ensure wines are 

under the legal allowable limit of acetic acid in Icewine at 2.1 g/L, which is necessary 

if the wine is to be sellable (Barata, Malfeito-Ferreira, and Loureiro 2012).  As 

normal table wines do not go through freeze-thaw cycles, Gluconobactor’s effects on 

the grape berries and starting juice is relatively minor unless grapes are damaged 

prior to harvest; however it can become quite pronounced in late harvest and Icewine 

styles (Goode 2018; Subden et al. 2003). To further complicate matters, yeast 

fermenting Icewine juice is well known for producing high levels of acetic acid both 

in the winery and in the controlled environment of the laboratory, proven using sterile 

Icewine juice devoid of any other micro-organism and inoculated with a commercial 

yeast strain (Pigeau and Inglis 2005; Kontkanen et al. 2004).  The fermenting yeast 

produces high levels of acetic acid during Icewine fermentation due to a 

hyperosmotic stress response to the high concentration of sugars, known as the high 

osmolarity glycerol (HOG) response (Hohmann 2002).  This response results in both 

high glycerol and high acetic acid production by fermenting yeast during Icewine 

fermentation (Pigeau and Inglis 2005; Kontkanen et al. 2004).   
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1.1.3 Introduction to the Problem 

Production of quality Icewine is both risky and technically challenging. As discussed, 

a major Icewine-making hurdle is to ensure fermentation of the Icewine juice reaches 

a target alcohol of 10% v/v without generating faults. These requirements 

significantly reduce the typical library of wine yeasts available for winemaking, to 

only a handful of commercially useful yeasts strains for Icewine production 

(Pickering and Inglis 2012). 

Yeast strains capable of withstanding the extreme hyperosmotic environment of 

Icewine ferments while producing acceptable levels of ethanol and acetic acid are of 

commercial importance (Pickering and Inglis 2012). However, the biochemical 

pathways that make these strains unique are not completely understood. Studies have 

shown that yeasts that are capable of surviving in hyperosmotic environments, like 

Icewine juice, have the capacity to regulate the amount of glycerol, an internal 

osmolyte, within their cytosol (Pigeau and Inglis 2005; Pigeau et al. 2007; F. Yang, 

Heit, and Inglis 2017; Heit et al. 2018). Furthermore, these studies have shown that 

there is a connection between glycerol production and acetic acid production through 

a linked NAD(H) co-enzyme system but is also complicated by acetic acid produced 

by an NADP(H) dependent aldehyde dehydrogenase known to be the main 

contributor to acetic acid during table wine fermentation and glycerol production for 

reasons other than from the HOG response (Pigeau et al. 2007; Pigeau and Inglis 

2005; Heit et al. 2018; F. Yang, Heit, and Inglis 2017) . This connection and the exact 

co-factor systems involved at different times of fermentation are not completely 

understood.  



 

   

1.2 Wine Faults 

Wine faults are any compound found at high enough concentrations to create an 

undesired sensory experience. They can be introduced by several means, such as 

through microbial, chemical, and environmental factors and are not mutually 

exclusive. Wine faults can further be introduced anywhere in the production of wine, 

from the vineyard to opening a bottle of wine. In order to protect both producers and 

consumers from low quality, faulted, Icewine, VQA Ontario (VQAO) has created 

legal regulations that set upper limits for many common wine faults. Specifically, 

acetic acid is set to less than or equal to 2.1 g/L in Icewine (‘VQA Ontario · 

Regulations · Standards’ 2020).   

1.2.1 Acetic Acid 

Acetic acid is the major component in the wine fault class of Volatile Acidity (VA) in 

finished wine (Styger, Prior, and Bauer 2011). Acetic acid in its pure diluted form, 

between 4.1% and 12.3% v/v, is known as white vinegar and the aroma of vinegar is 

simply that of acetic acid (Food and Drug Regulations 2021). Acetic acid is a vital 

component of living systems and can result from further metabolism of pyruvate, an 

end product of glycolysis, a pathway used to catabolize sugars (Hohmann 2002). 

While it may be found predominately in the ionic form, free floating, in cytosol and 

other cellular compartments, acetate is normally only bioavailable when bound to Co-

enzyme A forming the acetyl-coenzyme A complex (Pronk, Steensma, and Dijken 

1996).  This complex is then commonly used for both aerobic respiration via the 

Citric Acid Cycle as well as in lipid synthesis along with other niche uses (Pronk, 
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Steensma, and Dijken 1996).  From a winemaker’s perspective, acetic acid is 

typically a wine fault (Goode 2018). 

1.2.1.1 Table Wine 

It is reported that small amounts of acetic acid can be beneficial as it can provide a 

“lifted” aroma and make wine more aromatic and enjoyable (Goode 2018). In fact, 

higher levels of acetic acid, below that which is considered a fault, are the hallmark of 

many, mostly, European wines and especially for French and Italian wines. While 

these small levels can improve the wine, larger concentrations of acetic acid become a 

detraction and a fault. In Ontario the limit is set to 1.3 g/L for standard table wines 

regardless of varietal but for Icewine, a higher concentration of 2.1 g/L is allowed 

(‘VQA Ontario · Regulations · Standards’ 2020).  For table wines found with large 

amounts of acetic acid, there are typically two major sources for the fault. The first is 

from the vineyard where grapes that are infected with sour rot that make it into 

production. Sour rot is a type of complex infection of microorganisms, both bacterial 

and fungal though there is evidence that the major causative agents are the fungi  

Kloeckera apiculata and Candida stellata  and  AAB of the Gluconobacter and 

Acetobacter genera which both preferentially produce acetic acid as a primary 

metabolite (Bartowsky and Henschke 2008; Barata, Malfeito-Ferreira, and Loureiro 

2012). The second major source is oxygen exposure to the finished wine which 

allows the ethanol to be oxidized to acetic acid via AAB, the most common being 

Acetobacter (Bartowsky and Henschke 2008). This is the process to create vinegar 

which literally translates into sour wine. 



 

   

1.2.1.2 Ice Wine 

To produce Icewine, whole, heathy, well farmed, grapes are needed, simply to 

survive the fall and winter hang time that is required to produce Icewine grapes. 

Further, research has shown that very little if any acetic acid bacteria survive into the 

winter season and make their way into the Icewine juice (Chamberlain, Husnik, and 

Subden 1997; Subden et al. 2003; Barata, Malfeito-Ferreira, and Loureiro 2012). For 

these reasons, it has been related back to a yeast stress response (HOG response) due 

to the extreme hyperosmotic environment of Icewine juice rather than field or winery 

mishandling (Pigeau and Inglis 2005; Bloem et al. 2016; F. Yang, Heit, and Inglis 

2017). However, due to both the high residual sugar in Icewine and the inherent 

increase in acetic acid formed during fermentation, the Vintners Quality Alliance has 

set an allowable level of 2.1 g/L of volatile acidity as the maximal amount in 

Icewines, which is in agreement with International regulations for icewine (‘VQA 

Ontario · Regulations · Standards’ 2020; International Organisation of Vine and Wine 

2015). The increased amount of acetic acid permitted may provide a “lifted” note to 

the wine, where the wine appears to the taster to have a more intense and less sweet 

aroma than it actually is (Pickering and Inglis 2012). 

1.2.1.3 Yeast choice for Icewine fermentation 

The selection of the correct, commercially available, Saccharomyces yeast strain has 

also been shown to be crucial for low acetic acid production in Icewine ferments 

because many yeast strains will produce excessive amounts of acetic acid under 

hyperosmotic stress  (Erasmus and Cliff 2004; Pigeau and Inglis 2005; Pigeau et al. 

2007; Kelly et al. 2018; F. Yang, Heit, and Inglis 2017). While excessive acetic acid 
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production can be minimized by using a low acetic acid producing strain, such as 

Torulaspora delbrueckii, these strains tend to have low tolerance for alcohol and end 

fermentation earlier than desired, resulting in a low alcohol (volume per volume) 

content wine (Goode 2018). Stuck fermentations, where the fermentation stops before 

the winemaker’s intended endpoint, are generally very difficult to restart, commonly 

requiring the winemaker to blend in considerable amounts of fresh juice to reactivate 

the yeast to complete the fermentation. In the worst case, a winemaker could wait 

until the following year and blend in fresh Icewine juice from the next harvest as the 

current rules allow for a minimum of 85% of the juice to come from a given year  

(Ontario Government 2017).   

Oxygen contamination can happen at various points post-fermentation including 

during the fining process (where chemical and physical additives are used to stabilize 

the wine), tank storage/transfer, bottling, or in the bottle if the closure fails. If AAB is 

present in the fermented wine, exposure to oxygen will convert the ethanol into acetic 

acid (Bartowsky and Henschke 2008). The production of various types of vinegars 

including wine and malt vinegars exploit AAB ability to convert ethanol to acetic 

acid whereas in wine it is actively avoided (Bartowsky and Henschke 2008).  

Given difficulties both in production and regulation, it is paramount that winemakers 

carefully choose their yeast strain for inoculation, using proven strains for producing 

quality Icewine. 



 

   

1.2.2 Ethyl acetate 

The presence of acetic acid in wine can lead to the production of another wine fault, 

ethyl acetate. Ethanol and acetic acid are present in high and moderate concentrations 

in most Icewines and can be esterified into ethyl acetate either through chemical 

reactions or enzymatic catalysis within the yeast cell and excreted during or after 

fermentation of the wine (Byrne and Howell 2017; Voet and Voet 2011). Ethyl 

acetate produces a strong smell of nail polish remover, and can be detected at 

concentrations of 198 mg/L in Icewine (Jackson 2014; Cliff and Pickering 2006; 

Nurgel et al. 2004). Since ethyl acetate can result from acetic acid, controlling acetic 

acid production could also limit ethyl acetate.  

1.2.3 Acetaldehyde 

Acetaldehyde, also known as ethyl aldehyde, is a precursor to both acetic acid 

(oxidized form) and ethanol (reduced form) and is considered another wine fault. It is 

commonly described as the smell of bruised or rotting apples or even apple cider 

(Jackson 2014). From a biochemical standpoint, acetaldehyde is both a precursor to 

ethanol and acetic acid/acetate depending on if it reduced or oxidized, respectively 

(Fabienne Remize, Andrieu, and Dequin 2000).  

1.3 Control of Osmotic Pressure in Yeast Cells  

The yeast osmotic stress response allows yeast cells to adapt and survive in diverse 

environments, which commonly place the cells under extreme osmotic pressure. 

These extremes could include hypoosmotic rainwater on one end of the pressure 

gradient to the hyperosmotic environment of partly dried or frozen fruit juice on the 
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other extreme (Hohmann 2002; Erasmus and Cliff 2004; Kelly et al. 2018). For the 

yeast to both survive and thrive in such diverse conditions, they need to be able to 

actively manage solute concentrations in their cytosol to maintain acceptable 

membrane turgor pressure. Turgor pressure outside of the acceptable range causes 

transmembrane proteins to function incorrectly and, if too high, can lead to cell 

rupture and death (Hohmann 2002). Conversely, if the turgor pressure is too low, 

transmembrane proteins may not function correctly which can also lead to cell death 

(Hohmann 2002). Additionally, the increase in ionic salts within the cytoplasm can 

cause conformational changes in enzymes or complete denaturation, leading to 

biochemical pathway breaks and possibly cell death (Hohmann 2002). To be able to 

adapt to these varied environments, yeast cells employ glycerol as the primary 

osmolyte and through the control of its concentration within the cytosol, the cell is 

able to regulate the osmotic pressure it experiences (Nevoigt and Stahl 1997).   

1.3.1 Yeast Reaction to Hypoosmotic Environments 

When yeast cells are subjected to a hypoosmotic shock, they activate a 

transmembrane channel protein called Fps1p (Figure 1.1). This channel is passive, 

allowing glycerol to freely flow from the yeast’s cytosol (high concentration) into its 

environment (low concentration) thereby lowering the internal solute concentration 

within the cell. Fps1p channels are activated on the order of seconds to help negate 

the entry of water and maintain acceptable membrane turgor pressure (Tamas et al. 

1999). The net effect is that the internal solute concentration in the yeast’s cytosol is 

decreased, reducing the osmotic pressure gradient across the cellular membrane to 

acceptable levels.  



 

   

 

1.3.2 Yeast Reaction to Hyperosmotic Environments 

Unlike normal table wine juice which typically has a starting Brix of 20°, Icewine 

juice is typically 40° Brix (approx. 450 g/L sugar) and so places the yeast cells under 

considerably more osmotic stress than what they would normally be (Pickering and 

Inglis 2012). This quantity of dissolved solids, predominately sugars but also small 

amounts of salts, proteins, and organic acids, is roughly double that of normal table 

wine grape juice and can be an order of magnitude higher than typical yeast culture 

media at around 2° Brix, known as Yeast extract, Peptone, and Dextrose (YPD 

Media) (‘YPD Media’ 2010). As hyperosmotic environments pull water out of the 

cells and dehydrate them, the yeast cells need to implement strategies to limit water 

egress and to regain osmotic balance.  

 

Figure 1.1 Osmotic Stress sensors and Response 

The cellular membrane is shown with 4 transmembrane proteins. Transporters Fps1p and Stl1p along with 

sensor proteins Sho1p and Sln1p 
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When a yeast cell is introduced to a hyperosmotic environment, such as Icewine 

juice, it must react immediately to prevent the migration of water out of the cell, 

which could lead to dehydration of the cell, loss of turgor pressure, and possibly cell 

death (Hohmann 2002). Enzyme impairment through salt denaturation may also occur 

as a result of the loss of water and an increase in solutes in the cytosol (François and 

Parrou 2001). Two major mechanisms exist through which a yeast cell can rebalance 

the osmotic pressure and reduce the risk of cell death as illustrated in Figure 1.1. The 

first, and fastest, mechanism to reduce hyperosmotic shock is the complement to the 

Fps1p transporter mechanism, whereby the cell brings in extracellular glycerol, rather 

than exports it. This is accomplished by the Stl1p glycerol-proton symporter, an 

active process, whereby the importing of a glycerol molecule is accomplished using 

the free energy derived from co-importing a proton down it’s concentration gradient. 

The second, slower, process is to produce glycerol de novo, which also has energetic 

implications along with redox ones as well as illustrated in Figure 1.1.  



 

   

 

1.3.3 Stl1p 

Sugar Transport Like 1 protein (Stl1p) is a fast acting transmembrane glycerol-proton 

symporter, Figure 1.1, where it activates to pump exogenous glycerol into the cell at 

the expense of importing a proton in a one-to-one ratio (Ferreira et al. 2005). Since 

the yeast cell generates a proton gradient across its membrane, as protons flow down 

their concentration gradient into the cell through Stl1p, the free energy released is 

used to pump glycerol against it’s gradient into the cell, increasing the osmotic 

pressure of the cytosol and helping to restore turgor pressure of the cell membrane 

(Ferreira et al. 2005).  This system is an eloquent solution that is able to exploit the 

cell’s environment for a resource that the cell would otherwise need to manufacture at 

a higher energetic cost.  

 

Figure 1.2 Yeast Glycolysis under Anaerobic Conditions and Side Pathways 

Hexose sugar consumption by glycolysis followed by alcoholic fermentation is illustrated as a redox neutral 

pathway for the NAD(H) cofactor system. Glycerol production results from dihydroxyacetone phosphate and 

generals NAD+ in the process. The cell may reduce the NAD+ back to NADH via acetic acid production under 

fermentation conditions.  The branch pathway of pyruvate forming acetyl CoA is also illustrated.  
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1.3.4 High Osmolarity Glycerol (HOG) Pathway 

While the fast Stl1p mechanism helps to mitigate the immediate dangers of cellular 

dehydration, this may be insufficient long term and is dependent on the availability of 

glycerol in the external media, and the cell may have to resort to producing glycerol 

de novo as part of its long-term strategy to survive (Hohmann 2002). Production of 

glycerol induced via the High Osmolarity Glycerol (HOG) pathway is used to 

equilibrate the osmotic potential across the cellular membrane.   

 

Figure 1.3 HOG Pathway 

The HOG pathway is initiated by transmembrane sensors Sho1p and Sln1p which can independently activate a 

MAP Kinase cascade that integrates at Pbs2p and subsequently activates Hog1p. Once activated, Hog1p 

migrates into the nucleus to further activate transcription factors. Modified from (Hohmann 2002). 

 



 

   

The HOG pathway is the most understood hyperosmotic coping mechanism that yeast 

employ to survive (Marechal and Gervais 1994; Hohmann 2009). The pathway 

utilizes a Mitogen Activated Protein Kinase (MAP or MAPK) cascade with at least 2 

transmembrane proteins  (Figure 1.3) that ultimately increases glycerol-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase and glycerol-3-phosphate phosphatase (Hohmann 2009). The increase 

in these two enzymes help to divert glycolysis products, namely dihydroxyacetone 

phosphate away from energy and ethanol production and towards glycerol production 

(Figure 1.2). The pathway can be broken down into two sub-pathways: the Sho1p and 

the Sln1p mediated pathway both leading to the activation of the Hog1p, a kinase 

(Nevoigt and Stahl 1997).  Both pathways activate a MAPK cascade which integrates 

at the Pbs2p enzyme which directly phosphorylates Hog1p, a transcriptional 

moderator (Nevoigt and Stahl 1997). The phosphorylated form of Hog1p has been 

shown to have a large host of target proteins that include membrane bound proteins, 

cytosolic proteins and nuclear proteins. Once in the nucleus, Hog1p interacts with 

Hot1p, Sko1p, and at least three other transcription factors that mediate transcription 

of over 100 genes, Figure 1.3, (Hohmann 2002; Saito and Posas 2012). Beyond 

hyperosmotic stress, such as that induced by Icewine juice, Hog1p has been shown to 

mediate other stressors including heat, UV, and oxidative stress (Bilsland et al. 2004; 

Degols and Russell 1997; Winkler et al. 2002).  

1.4 Enzyme Cofactors 

Enzymes are biochemical catalysts primarily composed of amino acids (Richter 2013; 

Voet and Voet 2011). Each enzyme is narrowly specific in the chemistry they can 

perform. This specificity can range from a class of compounds, such as variable 
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length fatty acids to being extremely selective to the point of distinguishing between 

chiral compounds (enantiomers). While basic enzymes are capable of acid-base 

chemistry, other enzymes are capable of red-ox, radical, and small molecule transfer 

chemistry.  The enzymatic catalysis of non-acid-base chemistries almost always 

requires the assistance of enzyme cofactors that help mediate the reaction (Richter 

2013; Voet and Voet 2011). Enzyme cofactors assist the enzyme with one or more of 

three major tasks: provide oxidizing/reducing agents (NAD(P)/FAD), management of 

radical generating species (Cobalamin/Vitamin B12, haem, and chlorophyll), or 

providing ligands for manipulating small molecules (coenzyme-A and adenine) 

(Richter 2013; Voet and Voet 2011).  Without these coenzymes, enzymes could 

struggle to have reasonable turnover rates, risk releasing radicals into its environment, 

or inactivating itself during the reaction. In the case of a yeast cell’s response to 

Icewine juice induced hyperosmotic stress, the production of glycerol from 

dihydroxyacetone-3-phosphate requires a reducing step which is mediated by the 

NAD(H) cofactor system (Figure 1.2) (Ansell et al. 1997). 

1.4.1 NAD(H) NADP(H) 

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD(H)) and its phosphorylated form 

nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADP(H)) comprise a class of 

electron-shuttling enzyme cofactors (Förster et al. 2003). Both have a reduced form 

(NADH and NADPH) along with an oxidized form (NAD+ and NADP+) which 

allow them to donate and accept electrons from enzyme active sites, respectively. 

Most enzymes that use the NAD class of coenzymes will only use one form, the 

phosphorylated or the non-phosphorylated form. However, some enzymes including 



 

   

Ald4p, an aldehyde dehydrogenase found in the mitochondria, are capable of using 

both phosphorylated and non-phosphorylated forms of NAD (Fabienne Remize, 

Andrieu, and Dequin 2000).  Typically, NAD(H) is part of  catabolic  metabolism 

while NADP(H) is predominantly involved in anabolic metabolism (Villadsen et al. 

2011).  

1.5 Complications due to glycerol production 

Once the HOG pathway upregulates the de novo synthesis of glycerol to mitigate the 

effects of the hyperosmotic Icewine juice, the first major step in the process is a 

reduction step. Dihydroxyacetone phosphate is reduced to glycerol-3-phosphate via a 

glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GPD) enzyme, Figure 1.2 (F. Remize et al. 

2003). S. cerevisiae has two isozymes encoded  by the genes GPD1 and GPD2 (EC 

1.1.1.8), however only GPD1 has been seen to be transcriptionally upregulated during 

Icewine fermentations whereas GPD2 has shown little to no expression during 

Icewine fermentations (Larsson et al. 1993; Eriksson et al. 1995; Ansell et al. 1997; 

Pigeau and Inglis 2005; Martin 2008). Both isozymes use the NAD(H) enzyme 

cofactor as the electron donor to accomplish the reduction step. Once the glycerol-3-

phosphate has been formed, the last step is to hydrolyse the phosphate off of the 

glycerol, which is accomplished by glycerol-3-phosphate phosphatase (GPP) encoded 

by genes GPP1 and GPP2 (EC 3.1.3.21) (Norbeck et al. 1996). Further, like GPD, 

GPP has both a transcriptionally upregulated isozyme due to a hyperosmotic 

environment, Gpp2p, and a transcriptionally insensitive form, Gpp1p (Norbeck et al. 

1996).  
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1.5.1 Role of NAD(H) in Glycerol Production 

While the GPP-encoded enzymes are straight forward hydrolytic enzymes that cleave 

off the phosphate group, the GPD-encoded enzymes are more complicated in that 

they require the use of NADH to complete their chemistry. As the dihydroxyacetone-

3-phosphate undergoes the reducing step and is converted to glycerol-3-phosphate, it 

converts the reduced form of the cofactor, NADH, to the oxidized form, NAD+ 

(Figure 1.2). The production of glycerol in levels required to re-balance the osmotic 

pressure on the yeast cellular wall is not inconsequential and so a built up of NAD+ 

would be expected, shifting the redox status of the cell towards oxidative side unless 

the cell utilizes mechanisms to source electrons for the NAD+ and convert it back to 

the NADH, reduced, form. 

1.5.2 Acetic Acid Production in response to Glycerol and NAD+ Production 

To rebalance the cofactor system, the cell needs a source to electrons to reduce 

NAD+ to NADH. In Saccharomyces species the electron source has been 

demonstrated to be predominantly acetaldehyde, whereby the acetaldehyde is 

oxidized to acetic acid (Figure 1.2) (F. Yang, Heit, and Inglis 2017; Förster et al. 

2003; Pigeau and Inglis 2005).  Aldehyde Dehydrogenases (ALD) are the enzymes 

responsible for catalyzing these reactions and use NAD+ or NADP+ as their cofactor 

depending on the isozyme (EC 1.2.1.3 and EC 1.2.1.4). For S. cerevisiae there are 

five isoforms of aldehyde dehydrogenase known, Ald2p through 6. Ald2p and Ald3p 

are known to use NAD+ as their cofactor and are activated under hyperosmotic stress 

while Ald5p and Ald6p use NADP+ as their cofactor. Ald4p has the distinction of 

being able to utilize both NAD(H) and NADP(H) as electron carriers (Fabienne 



 

   

Remize, Andrieu, and Dequin 2000). Additionally, the enzymes Ald4p and Ald5p are 

sequestered in the mitochondria while the enzymes Ald2p, Ald3p, and Ald6p are 

found in the free cytosol (Figure 1.4) (Fabienne Remize, Andrieu, and Dequin 2000). 

From a purely stochiometric 

perspective, two moles of 

glycerol can be produced for 

every mole of acetic acid 

without perturbing the 

NAD(H) ratio. However, 

metabolic needs and 

membrane permeability 

means that this ratio of 2:1 

is not likely observed (N. J. 

Yang and Hinner 2015; Oliveira et al. 2003; Athenstaedt and Daum 1999). Acetic 

acid can be used to restore NADH levels if the system moves too far towards NAD+, 

while glycerol can be produced to regenerate NAD+ when the system is shifted 

towards NADH. Glycerol is also the linker molecule in triglycerides, where each 

alcohol group undergoes a condensation reaction with the carboxylic acid group of a 

fatty acid (for a total of three) to generate triglycerides (high density energy storage) 

and can then be converted to diglycerides via the cleaving of a fatty acid and 

ultimately to a phospholipid for membrane synthesis (Natter and Kohlwein 2013; 

Pascual, Soto-Cardalda, and Carman 2013). 

 

Figure 1.4 Location of Aldehyde Dehydrogenase Enzymes in S. 

cerevisiae 
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1.6 Wine Yeasts 

As previously discussed, yeasts are used to ferment grape juice into wine. More 

specifically, S. cerevisiae strains are most commonly used for alcoholic fermentations 

though other species and genera are occasionally used (Jackson 2014; Pretorius 2000; 

Capece et al. 2013). Saccharomyces belongs to the Ascomycota phylum (sac fungi) of 

the Fungi kingdom and are ubiquitous in the environment including grape skins 

(Parker et al. 2018).  Under favourable conditions, S. cerevisiae, indigenous to the 

grapes, are known to spontaneously start fermentation in grape juice along with other 

Saccharomyces and non-Saccharomyces yeast species naturally found on grapes 

(Esteve-Zarzoso et al. 2001; Capece et al. 2013). While historically winemakers 

relied upon these indigenous yeasts to ferment their wines, they can be unpredictable 

in terms of fermentation kinetics, alcohol production, and aromatic secondary 

metabolite production (Callejon et al. 2010). For this reason, winemakers generally 

prefer choosing a specific commercialised yeast strain to complete their fermentation 

for the predictability that they provide (Callejon et al. 2010; Jackson 2014).  Yeast 

strains have been cultured and propagated for different fermentation kinetics and 

parameters such as temperature range, alcohol tolerance, osmo-tolerance, and the 

aroma profile of their secondary metabolites, making their selection a critical step in 

the wine making process (Jackson 2014; Cordente et al. 2012).  Of particular 

importance in the production of quality Icewine is the selection of a yeast that is 

osmo-tolerant, produces a secondary metabolite profile consistent with the 

winemaker’s vision for the Icewine, and maintains low production of acetic acid (F. 

Yang, Heit, and Inglis 2017; Heit et al. 2018).  



 

   

1.6.1 Yeasts – Commercial 

Due to the complexity and the technical expertise needed to manage and utilize yeast 

cultures, most wineries opt for active dried yeast as the preferred form for inoculating 

grape juice (Herrera et al. 1956).  

This use of active dry yeast in industry presents several issues for the researcher to 

consider. Primarily, not all yeast strains of research interest are available in an active 

dried form. Additionally, the complex processes for growing yeast cells suitable for 

drying, the drying step, and the rehydration process, put the yeast cells under very 

different stresses than what freshly cultured yeast cells would experience. 

Specifically, the production of active dry yeast involves the continuous dosing of 

sugar to maintain enough sugar for biomass production while avoiding higher sugar 

concentrations that suppress aerobic respiration and promote anaerobic/fermentative 

respiration. In the final step before the cells are harvested, further sugar additions are 

withheld during the last 30-90 minutes of an 11-15 hour growth cycle (3-14% of the 

growth cycle) (Environmental Protection Agency (USA) 1995; Blanco and Rayo 

2008; Schmidt and Henschke 2015). This aerobic, low carbon, environment 

conditions the cells into a survival stance that allows them to endure the drying 

process and subsequent rehydration and growth (Environmental Protection Agency 

(USA) 1995; Blanco and Rayo 2008; Schmidt and Henschke 2015).  Once carbon 

sources are depleted, yeast cells enter the stationary phase and start to accumulate 

triglyceride droplets as a way to store the remaining carbon in the system that they 

can then slowly consume during the lean times or rapidly when a carbon source is 

found or restored (Kurat et al. 2006)  
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1.6.2 K1-V1116 

S. cerevisiae K1-V1116 is a commercial yeast used in wine production produced by 

Lallemand under their Lalvin brand. It was initially isolated in the Languedoc region 

of France in 1972. The strain is known for being a very tolerant strain and capable of 

fermenting under difficult conditions, including Icewine, and is suitable for 

essentially all wine styles with a fermentation temperature range between 10 and 35 

°C (Lalvin 2014) 

1.6.3 K1-V1116 Δstl1 

S. cerevisiae K1-V1116 Δstl1 is a CRISPR CAS-9 gene edited version of K1-V1116 

which was generated in the Inglis lab (Muysson et al. 2019). This knockout strain has 

all copies of the STL1 gene deleted and so is incapable of producing the Stl1p 

transmembrane glycerol-proton symporter. 

1.6.4 CN1 

Saccharomyces uvarum strain CN1 is a strain of yeast isolated from the Niagara 

Region from the skin of Riesling Icewine Grapes (Nurgel et al. 2004; Kelly et al. 

2018; Kelly 2020). This yeast strain has been shown to produce low levels of acetic 

acid in higher (28°) Brix juices but has not been evaluated for production of Icewine. 

The mechanism by which it produces lower levels of acetic acid when compared to 

other strains of yeast commonly used in high brix juice ferments has also not yet been 

determined. 



 

   

1.7 Conclusion: 

Saccharomyces yeast strains utilize glycerol as an internal osmolyte, modulating its 

concentration in order to maintain turgor pressure and cellular function in 

environments with different amounts of dissolved solids. When yeast cells are 

introduced to a hyperosmotic environment, such as Icewine juice, they need to 

increase their cytosolic glycerol concentration to counter act the external osmotic 

pressure. The two dominant methods of increasing glycerol (glycerol uptake and 

synthesis) both come at an energetic cost with de novo production carrying a redox 

penalty in the form of NAD+ production within the cell. This NAD+ has been shown 

to be regenerated back to NADH by NAD+ dependent Aldp(s) through the 

oxidization of acetaldehyde into acetic acid. However, excessive production of acetic 

acid is undesired from an oenological perspective, and above 2.1 g/L is unacceptable 

for Icewine. Therefore, a deeper understanding of the biochemical pathways and how 

and why different strains modulate them to produce different levels of acetic acid 

would lead to better yeast strain selection for wineries and better yeast strain 

identification and development during commercialization. 

1.7.1 Primary Questions to be Answered  

As current literature has shown, the Stl1p protein plays a significate role in both the 

fast-acting response to yeast cell hyperosmotic stress adaptation and in the long-term 

management and recycling of glycerol. If the glycerol transporter STL1 gene was 

deleted, will the cells produce more glycerol under Icewine juice-induced 

hyperosmotic stress and subsequently produce more acetic acid? Further, would the 

percentage of NAD+ cofactor become elevated compared to the wild-type strain? The 
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hypothesis is that the K1-V1116 Δstl1 knockout will produce more glycerol and more 

acetic acid under Icewine juice fermentation and will display elevated levels of 

percentage of NAD+ cofactor to total to that of the K1-V1116 wildtype. 

With regards to the CN1 strain, will it produce more glycerol and less acetic acid than 

the K1-V1116 wild-type strain in Icewine? If so, how does the CN1 percentage of 

NAD+ change under the Icewine juice induced hyperosmotic stress relative to the 

K1-V1116 wild-type? The hypothesis is that CN1 will produce more glycerol and less 

acetic acid under Icewine juice fermentation and will display elevated levels of 

percentage of NAD+ cofactor to total to that of the K1-V1116 wildtype. 

1.7.2 Secondary Questions to be Answered  

In addition to the primary questions being asked in this thesis, the following 

secondary questions needed to be addressed to guide the experimental design to 

answer the primary questions: 

For the NADH and NADPH commercial kits, what incubation times and temperatures 

provide a linear response for the cofactor kits over the concentration ranges found in 

yeast cell extracts? The hypothesis is that kits will follow the parameters provided in 

previous literature (F. Yang, Heit, and Inglis 2017). 

Since two of the yeast strains used in this thesis are not available in active dry form, it 

was important to determine if the state of yeast cells, either cultured from a YPD plate 

or prepared from an active dry culture, alter the percentage of NAD+ in the first few 

days of fermentation.  The hypothesis is that the fermentations built up from 



 

   

K1V1116 cultures in 2°Brix juice will show percentages of NAD+ closer to that of 

the fermentation carried out with the active dried form of K1-V1116 than cultures 

grown up in 10°Brix juice. 

As these experiments require the use of cultured cells instead of active dry forms of 

yeast, it was important to determine if cultured cells needed to be concentrated in 

order to not overly dilute the Icewine juice upon inoculation.  If cells did need to be 

concentrated, what spin force and spin time were required? The hypothesis is that 

higher spin forces and longer spin times will lead to lower cell viability and must be 

taken into account in developing cell preparation protocols. 

2 Materials and Methods 

The methods section has been divided into two sub-sections. The first describes the 

individual assays and procedures. The second section is the Experimental Procedures 

which detail how the actual experiment was preformed and calls upon the individual 

assays and procedures.  

All chemicals were from Sigma Aldrich unless otherwise specified.  

2.1.1 Methods – Individual Assays and Protocols 

2.1.1.1 Icewine Juice Sterilization 

The raw Icewine juice (Vidal Icewine Juice was sourced from Huebel Grape Estates 

in Niagara-on-the-Lake Ontario, Canada) was provided frozen at approximately -40 

°C in 20 L pails. These were thawed for 2 days in a 4 °C room with occasional 
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stirring to check on the progress and prevent striation of the juice. The juice was first 

racked to remove any material settled to the bottom of the pail and then centrifuged  

in 350 mL centrifuge bottles at 2988 RCF for 10 minutes at 4 °C. The juice was 

carefully decanted, and the pellet discarded.  

The juice was then filtered (Mini-jet by Buon VinoScott Labratories, Niagara on the 

lake, Ontario) through progressively finer filter pads (coarse, medium, and fine) on 

the minijet filter system ensuring that the juice could run through a single set of filters 

twice with minimal flow reduction before moving to the next filter pad type.  

Once the juice successfully passed through the fine filter pads it was then sterile 

filtered with the use of an autoclaved (Autoclave MLS-3020C - Sanyo, Japan) 

Millipore cartridge filter, 0.45 μm, (MilliporeSigma - MA, USA) with the filtrate 

placed into autoclaved 1 L glass bottles under sterile technique. Sterile juice was then 

stored at -40 °C until needed. Before use, it was allowed to thaw  at 4 °C for roughly 

18 hours. 

2.1.1.2 Initial Yeast Cell Grow Up 

Fresh streak plates of the desired yeast strain were generated on 9 cm Yeast extract, 

Peptone, and Dextrose (YPD) plates (2% dextrose, 2% peptone, 1% yeast extract, and 

2% agar - Bioshop, Burlington Ontario, Canada) incubated at 32 °C until most 

colonies were medium (3-4 mm) sized, typically 3-5 days depending on the strain. 

The yeast was then inoculated into the sterile 2° Brix diluted Icewine juice, enriched 

with 2 g/L of diammonium phosphate, at a dose of 2 g/L. The stock inoculum was 

stirred for 5 minutes at setting 4. 100 mL aliquots were placed into 500 mL 



 

   

Erlenmeyer flasks and placed in an orbital incubator (IOX400.XX2.B - Gallenkamp 

UK) set to 30 °C and 130 RPM for 24 hours. 

2.1.1.3 Cell Concentration and Initiation of the Fermentation 

After the 24 hour incubation of the grow-up cultures, they were then combined, 

gently mixed, and 50 mL aliquots were placed into 350 mL centrifuge bottles. The 

bottles were then centrifuged in a Sorvall RC 5C Plus centrifuge with a SS-34 rotor 

(Sorvall, Newtown CT, USA) at 4 °C for 2 minutes at 120 RCF. After the spin was 

complete, the bottles were quickly decanted to minimize disturbance of the fragile 

pellet using aseptic technique and placed into a bed of ice, so that half the tube was 

buried. A sterile P1000 micropipette tip and pipetter was used to sequentially transfer 

roughly 3 mL of the 40° Brix Icewine from the 1 L fermentation bottle to centrifuge 

bottle to resuspend the pellet and transfer it back into the fermentation bottle 

containing 1 L of 40° Brix Vidal Icewine juice. A second 1 mL of the 40° Brix 

Icewine juice was used to rinse the centrifuge bottle of remaining cells and was 

transferred into the fermentation bottle. Two pellets formed from 50 ml of the grow-

up cultures (100 ml in total) was used to inoculate one 1 L fermenter. All 

fermentations were performed in triplicate.  

2.1.1.4 Lysate Extraction 

At all times the cells sat on ice if they were not being spun or undergoing an 

incubation. The fermentation bottle was removed from the incubator and stirred at 

speed 4 on a stir plate for 5 minutes to homogenize the ferment. Typically, 100 mL of 

the ferment was aseptically collected though the first two collections were typically 
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200 mL and towards the end 50 mL was harvested in order to optimize the cofactor 

kits. The day’s harvest volume was based on the previous day’s results. Sterile 350 

mL centrifuge bottles were aseptically loaded with 50 mL of the ferment and spun for 

20 minutes at 3615 RCF at 4 °C. Once the spin was completed, the icewine was 

decanted off and the pellet was resuspended in ice cold Milli-Q water 

(MilliporeSigma MA, USA) and combined into a 50 mL centrifuge tube with a total 

volume of 2 mL of Milli-Q water. The water suspended cells were then spun at 3615 

RCF in a SLA-3000 rotor (Sorvall, Newtown CT, USA) for 10 minutes at 4 °C. 

When the spin cycle was complete, the supernatant was discarded and the freshly 

prepared TDTT solution (Sterile filtered 100 mM Tris-H2SO4, 10 mM 

DiThioThreitol, pH 9.4) was added at a ratio of 2.5 mL per gram of wet weight cells 

and incubated in a 30 °C water bath at 90 RPM for 30 minutes (New Brunswick 

Scientific C76 Water Bath Shaker, Edison, NJ, USA). After the incubation, the cells 

were spun at 2070 RCF in an SLA-3000 rotor for 5 minutes at 4 °C with the 

supernatant being discarded. The pellet was then resuspended in 2 mL of fresh sterile 

spheroplast solution and spun at 2070 RCF in an SLA-3000 rotor for 5 minutes at 4 

°C. The supernatant was again discarded and 2 mL of fresh sterile spheroplast 

solution was added per gram wet cell weight along with Zymolase-100T (Nacalai 

Tesque – Kyoto Japan) to give a final concentration of 10 mg/gram of wet cell 

weight. The mixture was gently mixed and was incubated in a water bath for 60 

minutes at 90 RPM and 35 °C. After the incubation was complete, the spheroplasts 

were washed twice with 2 mL of spheroplast buffer solution (sterile filtered 1.2 M 

sorbitol, 20 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.4) pelleting before each wash using 2070 



 

   

RCF at 4 °C for 5 minutes. After the last wash, the pellet was resuspended in freshly 

prepared ice cold sterile cell lysis buffer (0.6 M mannitol, 20 mM HEPES-KOH, 1 

mM phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride, 0.1 % w/v bovine serum albumin – fatty acid 

free, pH 7.4) and transferred into a Dounce homogenizer that was ice cold and sitting 

in an ice water bath. The cells were then lysed using 30 forceful strokes of the 

homogenizer. From there, the crude lysate was transferred into fresh sterile 50 mL 

centrifuge tubes and spun at 13689 RCF in a SLA-3000 rotor for 10 minutes at 4 °C. 

After the spin cycle, the middle aqueous layer was carefully transferred into 

microfuge tubes set in ice and serial dilutions of 10, 100, and 1000 were made using 

cell lysis buffer for further analysis. 

2.1.1.5 Ethanol Assay 

The HP 6890 series gas chromatograph (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, USA) 

was set up using a DB-Wax 112-7032UI column, (length 30m, internal diameter 0.25 

mm, film thickness 0.25 µm, version E.02.00.493, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, 

USA) with a flow rate of 1.5 mL of helium as carrier and as makeup flow gas. The 

injector used a 10 µL Agilent Gold Standard syringe which was washed with Milli-Q 

water between injections. Further, Ultra Inert Inlet Liners were used with a flow rate 

of 2.5 mL per minute in split mode, ratio of 95:1, using a split flow of 237.2 mL per 

minute. The inlet temperature was set to 225 °C at 24.4 psi and the oven was set to 60 

°C and ramped at 15 °C per minute for 140 seconds until 90 °C was reached and then 

a second ramp of 75 °C per minute to reach 225 °C in 108 seconds and finally held 

for 1 minute (total run time of 308 seconds or 5.13 minutes). Post-run was completed 

at 60 °C for 30 seconds. The Flame Ionization Detector (FID) was kept at 225 °C and 
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used a mix of ultra-zero air and Hydrogen with the makeup flow set to on. Samples or 

standards (50 µL) were added to 950 µL of 0.1% 1-butanol, used as an internal 

standard,  (Caledon Laboratories Ltd, 1800-1, Georgetown, Canada) in Milli-Q water 

in amber 2 mL snap cap vials and sealed with snap caps (Agilent Technologies, 

#5182-0545 and #5182-0550, Santa Clara, USA). Vials were kept at 10 °C before 

analysis. Standards were used to generate a linear regression curve using the 

concentration of ethanol to the peak area ratio between ethanol and 1-butanol and was 

used to compute the ethanol v/v %.  

2.1.1.6 Enzyme Kits 

Enzyme kits, produced by Megazyme in Ireland, where used to determine the 

following metabolites in the juice and fermenting wine. 

All Megazyme enzyme kits used the procedure as per the manufacturer with the 

major exception of using 1.5 mL cuvettes (Fisherbrand, methacrylate 14-955-128 – 

Thermo Fisher Scientific, Ottawa) rather than the specified 3 mL cuvettes and all 

solutions and samples quantities have been halved below. The 1.5 mL cuvettes 

continue to provide a 1 cm path length, so no measurement adjustment was needed. 

All incubations were completed at room temperature. All measurements were 

performed in duplicate.  

2.1.1.6.1 Glycerol Kit 

The glycerol kit by Megazyme (K-GCROL – Bray, Wicklow, Ireland) uses the 

conversion of NADH to NAD+ as it’s sensor and therefore a decrease in the 



 

   

absorbance of 340 nm wavelength light is observed that is proportional to the 

concentration of glycerol in the sample.  

Samples to be tested were diluted to the required concentration to be in the linear 

range of the kit. 0.95 mL of Milli-Q water was added to a cuvette and a 50 µL sample 

(water for a blank, or a standard) was loaded. 100 µL of Solution 1 (buffer) and 50 

µL of solution 2 (enzyme cofactors and enzyme substrate) were added along with 10 

µL of suspension 3 (enzymes), mixed, and incubated for 4 minutes. The reactions 

were then measured at 340 nm on a Cary 60 UV-Vis spectrometer (Agilent 

Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Next 10 µL of the first enzyme solution 4 was 

added, incubated for 5 minutes and then measured with the spectrometer. Glycerol 

concentration levels were calculated using Excel and the method provided by 

Megazyme in Excel. 

2.1.1.6.2 Sugar Kit 

The sugar kit by Megazyme ( K-FRUGL – Bray, Wicklow, Ireland), which 

independently measures glucose and fructose, uses the conversion of NADP+ to 

NADPH as its sensor and therefore an increase in the absorbance at 340 nm 

wavelength light is observed that is proportional to the concentration of glucose and 

fructose in the sample.  

Samples to be tested were diluted to the required concentration to be in the linear 

range of the kit. 1.00 mL of Milli-Q water was added to a cuvette and a 50 µL sample 

(water for a blank, or a standard) was loaded. 50 µL of Solution 1 (buffer) and 50 µL 
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of solution 2 was added, mixed, and incubated for 3 minutes. The reactions were then 

measured at 340 nm on a Cary 60 UV-Vis spectrometer (Agilent Technologies, Santa 

Clara, CA, USA). Next, 10 µL of the solution 3 was added,  incubated for 5 minutes 

and then  the resulting solution was measured on the spectrometer. Lastly, 10 µL of 4 

solution was added and incubated for 9 minutes before the solution was measured. 

Sugar concentration levels were calculated using the method provided by Megazyme. 

2.1.1.6.3 Acetic Acid Kit 

The acetic acid kit by Megazyme (K-ACET – Bray, Wicklow, Ireland) uses the 

conversion of NAD+ to NADH as it’s sensor and therefore an increase in the 

absorbance at 340 nm wavelength light is observed that is proportional to the 

concentration of acetic acid in the sample.  

Samples to be tested were diluted to the required concentration to be in the linear 

range of the kit. 1.00 mL of Milli-Q water was added to a cuvette and a 50 µL sample 

(water for a blank, or a standard) was loaded. 250 µL of Solution 1 (buffer) and 100 

µL of solution 2 (enzyme cofactors) were added, mixed, and incubated for 3 minutes. 

The reactions were then measured at 340 nm on a Cary 60 UV-Vis spectrometer 

(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Next 10 µL of the solution #3 was 

added, incubated for 4 minutes and then measured on the spectrometer. Lastly, the 

solution #4 was added and incubated for 12 minutes before being read. Acetic acid 

concentration levels were calculated using Excel and the method provided by 

Megazyme. 



 

   

2.1.1.6.4 Acetaldehyde Kit 

The acetaldehyde kit by Megazyme (K-ACHYD – Bray, Wicklow, Ireland) uses the 

conversion of NAD+ to NADH as it’s sensor and therefore an increase in the 

absorbance of 340 nm wavelength light is observed that is proportional to the 

concentration of acetaldehyde in the sample.  

Samples to be tested were diluted to the required concentration to be in the linear 

range of the kit. 1.00 mL of Milli-Q water was added to a cuvette and a 50 µl sample 

(water for a blank, or a standard) was loaded. 250 µL of Solution #1 (buffer) and 100 

µL of solution #2 were added, mixed, and incubated for 2 minutes. The reactions 

were then measured at 340 nm on a Cary 60 UV-Vis spectrometer (Agilent 

Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Next 10 µL of the enzyme solution #3 was 

added,  incubated for 4 minutes and then measured on the spectrometer. Acetaldehyde 

concentration levels were calculated using Excel and the method provided by 

Megazyme. 

2.1.1.6.5 Ammonia Kit  

The Ammonia kit by Megazyme (Bray, Wicklow, Ireland) uses the conversion of 

NADPH to NADP+ as it’s sensor and therefore a decrease in the absorbance of 340 

nm wavelength light is observed that is proportional to the concentration of ammonia 

in the sample.  

Samples to be tested were diluted to the required concentration to be in the linear 

range of the kit. 1.00 mL of Milli-Q water was added to a cuvette and a 50 µL sample 
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(water for a blank, or a standard) was loaded. 150 µL of Solution #1 and 100 µL of 

solution #2 were added, mixed, and incubated for 2 minutes. The reactions were then 

measured at 340 nm on a Cary 60 UV-Vis spectrometer (Agilent Technologies, Santa 

Clara, CA, USA). Next, 10 µL of the solution #3 was added,  incubated for 5 minutes 

and then measured on the spectrometer. Ammonia concentration levels were 

calculated using Excel and the method provided by Megazyme. 

2.1.1.6.6 Primary Amino Nitrogen Kit 

The primary amino nitrogen kit by Megazyme (Bray, Wicklow, Ireland) uses the 

production of isoindole as it’s sensor and therefore an increase in the absorbance of 

340 nm wavelength light is observed that is proportional to the concentration of free 

amino nitrogen in the sample.  

Samples to be tested were diluted to the required concentration to be in the linear 

range of the kit. 1.5 mL of solution 1 was added to the cuvette and a 25 µL sample 

(water for a blank, or a standard) was loaded, mixed, and incubated for 2 minutes. 

The reactions were then measured at 340 nm on a Cary 60 UV-Vis spectrometer 

(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Next 50 µL of the solution 2 was 

added, incubated for 15 minutes and then measured on the spectrometer. Primary 

amino nitrogen concentration levels were calculated using Excel and the method 

provided by Megazyme. 



 

   

2.1.1.6.7 NAD(H) and NADP(H) Cofactor Kits 

Both the NAD(H) and NADP(H) kits (AAT Bioquest) were identical to each other, in 

terms of protocol except for the solutions and incubation times, as below. These kits 

are proprietary kits and they do not provide a list of the contents beyond generically 

named solutions and a vial of NAD(P)H. NAD(P)+ standards were purchased 

separately from AAT Bioquest. It uses an enzyme cycling technique to amplify the 

cofactor signal. 

All samples were kept on ice until placed in the microplate and all samples and 

solutions were kept in the dark as much as possible throughout the process. 

A standard solution of 1000 μM NAD(P)+ and 1000 μM NAD(P)H was made using 

the cell lysis buffer and concentrated cofactor solutions, provided by AAT Bioquest 

(Sunnyvale California, USA) that were dissolved in phosphate buffer, and  were 

previously stored at -80 °C, prior to use. These standards along with appropriate 

dilutions of the cell lysate were placed in duplicate into the wells of a black 

fluorometric 96 well microplate (Fluotrac, medium bonding - Greiner Bio-One, 

Frickenhausen, Germany) along with a blank of cell lysis buffer. Each sample set was 

then treated with either 25 µL Solution E which would degrade the reduced cofactor 

form but leave the oxidized form intact or 25 µL of Solution F which did not cause 

the degradation of either cofactor form. The tray was allowed to incubate for 12 

minutes at 37 °C in a dark incubator. Once the incubation was complete, the reaction 

was stopped by adding 25 µL Solution D to the oxidized assay wells (that were 

treated with Solution E) and the total cofactor wells were again treated with 25 µL of 
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solution F. The enzyme cycling reaction was then initiated by the addition of 75 µL 

of the A+B indicator solution and was incubated in the plate reader at 25 °C for 60 

minutes for the NADP(H) cofactor system and 90 minutes for the NAD(H) cofactor 

system. When the incubation was complete, the plate reader read each well at an 

excitation wavelength of 540 nm (green light) and measuring the fluorescence at 590 

nm (orange light). 

2.1.1.7 Cell Count 

Cell counting was accomplished using a hemocytometer with 0.4% methylene blue 

stain (0.4% methylene blue w/v in a solution of phosphate buffer with 10% v/v 

ethanol), diluting as required with potassium phosphate buffer. Viable cells (clear) 

were differentiated from non-viable cells (blue) in 5 of the 0.20 mm by 0.20 mm 

squares by counting the four major corners and the center square and computing the 

cell per mL. 

2.1.2 Methods – Experimental Procedures 

2.1.2.1  Methods used in the Optimization of the Cofactor Kits Experiment 

The NAD(H) and NADP(H) Cofactor Kits assay protocol was followed using 

oxidized cofactor standards at concentrations of 187.5, 375, 750, 1500, and 3000 nM 

diluted in Cell lysis buffer along with plate readings at 45, 60, 75, 90, 105, and 120 

minutes to generate kinetic curves.  

2.1.2.2 Methods used in the Optimization of Grow-up Cultures 

Cells were grown up as per the Initial Yeast Cell Grow Up protocol but with the first 

trial, the spin time was kept at 10 minutes with treatments consisting of no spin 



 

   

concentration of the cells (simply used the grow-up culture directly), 120 RCF, 478 

RCF, and 2988 RCF spins. The cells were then inoculated into 100 ml bottles with air 

locks and allowed to ferment at 17 °C with cell counts being conducted at times 0, 6 

hours, 24 hours, and 48 hours to monitor growth.  

The second trial was a repeat of the above protocol except that the spin speed was 

held constant at 120 RCF and the spin times were 0, 2, 5, and 10 minutes. 

NAD+ ratios were measured at the 4 time points for the control and for the 120 RCF 

at 2 minutes treatment. 

2.1.2.3 Methods Used in the Comparison of Metabolic and Redox Status Experiments 

Three biological replicate cultures were started as per the Initial Yeast Cell Grow Up 

protocol for  the K1-V1116 wild-type (Lallemand, Montreal Quebec Canada), K1-

V1116 Δstl1 knockout (generated by Jared Muysson in the Inglis Lab from wild-type 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae K1-V1116), and the S. uvarum CN1 (an indigenous yeast 

strain isolated in the Inglis Lab from a spontaneous Icewine fermentation) yeast 

strains (Kelly et al. 2018; Muysson et al. 2019; Kelly 2020). After the 24 hours, the 

cells were collected using the Cell Concentration and Initiation of the Fermentation 

protocol using 40° Brix Vidal Icewine juice and incubated at 17 °C for the duration of 

the fermentation.  

Juice samples were collected and cell lysates were generated using the Lysate 

Extraction protocol at time points 0 and 6 hours post fermentation initiation along 

with days 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. Juice samples, collected after the 5 minute stir, were 
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spun at 2,800 RCF for 3 minutes to remove the cell mass, and were frozen at -80 °C 

in four 1.5 mL microfuge tubes along with  single 10, 100, and 1000 times dilutions 

in Milli-Q water. Cytosolic lysate samples were stored in 4 microfuge tubes at -80 °C 

for future analysis.  

After day 6, juice only samples (post 5-minute stir at level 4) were collected on days 

8, 10 ,12, 14, 17, 20, and every three days thereafter until the Brix readings were 

stable between two consecutive samplings. At each time point, Brix and viable cell 

counts were measured. At the initial and final time points 50 mL of juice, that was 

spun at 3615 RCF for 20 minutes to remove the cell mass, was collected.  

Metabolites (acetic acid, glycerol, sugar, and acetaldehyde) were measured at all time 

points as per their protocols for juice only. 

Yeast Assimilable Nitrogen (ammonia and primary amino nitrogen) were measured 

on the initial juice and final wines along with pH and titratable acidity. 

Ethanol was measured at time points 0, 3, 6, 10, 14, 20, 26, 32, and 38 as per its 

protocol. 



 

   

3 Results: Optimization of Experimental Parameters 

3.1 Optimization of the Cofactor Kits 

3.1.1 Results and Discussion 

To confirm that the cofactor assays provided a linear response over time and cofactor 

concentrations, the assays were tested over a range of times and over varying 

concentration ranges of cofactors in order to choose the optimal conditions to run the 

assays. During the trials, the manufacturer of the NAD+/NADH and 

NADP+/NADPH kits updated their protocol from room temperature to 37 °C during 

the cofactor extraction step and so both sets of data are presented.  

The basis for the assay utilizes an enzyme cycling system where the cofactor is cycled 

between the oxidized and reduced form, picking up electrons from a donor compound 

and then reducing a proto-chromophore into the chromophore that is detected via its 

fluorescence. Due to the cycling nature of the assay that allows for the amplification 

of the cofactor concentration, the time domain needs to be considered. The details of 

this assay are further outlined in the Methods section 2.1.1.6.7.  
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Figure 3.1 Evaluation of NAD+ and Total NAD(H) Determination Assays 

The generation of standard curves used to determine the upper and lower detection limits of the kits. As this is 

an enzyme cycling assay, the time dependence needed to be plotted as well. Relative Fluorescence Units (RFU) 

denotes the relative amount of fluorescence generated during excitation. A) plots the NAD+ incubation of 4 

concentrations over time at the initially suggested temperature of 25 °C. B) plots the NAD+ incubation of 4 

concentrations over time at the latter suggested temperature of 37 °C. C) plots the total NAD(H) incubation of 

5 concentrations over time at the initially suggested temperature of 25 °C. D) plots the total NAD(H) 

incubation of 5 concentrations over time at the latter suggested temperature of 37 °C, n=2 

 

In Figure 3.1 A, NAD+ standards were extracted at room temperature, as per the 

original protocol, and produced large standard deviations in the readings as observed 



 

   

through the large standard deviations recorded. In Figure 3.1 B) the NAD+ was 

extracted at 37 °C as per the updated protocol and the variability between replicates 

decreased considerably as shown. Figure 3.1 C and D show the total cofactor 

response (NAD+ and NADH) to the kit and again less variability was seen under the 

37 °C incubation treatment when compared to the room temperature incubation, 

though visually less drastic improvement than the oxidized NAD+ only results. 

Further, in the NAD(H) treatment at 25°C, the system showed a non-linear response 

for the 375 nM concentration at 25°C, but a good response was obtained from the 

187.5 nM and the 375 nM concentrations under the 37 °C treatment.  Therefore, all 

NAD+ and NADH tests were performed at 37 °C.  

The data in Figure 3.1 are plotted with incubation time on the x-axis and the 

chromophore fluorescence in RFU on the y-axis with concentration as the series. 

Figure 3.2 had the x-axis and the series swapped and linear regressions were 

performed on each time series to determine which incubation time would be best 

suited for each kit over a wide concentration range. Each linear regression is a 

possible standard curve for the conversion of RFU to concentration. Based on the data 

from Figure 3.1 and 3.2, the final assay conditions for the NAD(H) kit were set at 90 

min over a concentration range of 187.5 to 3000 nM at 37°C. 
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Figure 3.2 Linear Regression Analyses of NAD+ and Total NAD(H) Concentration Determinations at the 

Indicated Incubation Temperatures as a Function of Time.  

These figures are a manipulation of Figure 3.1, switching the x axis and the series so that time is now the series 

and concentration is on the x axis. Linear regressions were applied and r2 values provided. These are possible 

standard curves at the various incubation times. A) NAD+ extraction a 25 °C showing large variance as 

opposed to B, which was incubated at 37 °C. C and D display the total NAD(H) curves under 25 °C and 37 °C 

incubations temperatures respectively. All curves show strong linearity with r2 values of >0.95, n=2. 

 

 

 



 

   

Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 show the same layout as with Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 but 

with the NADP(H) cofactor system rather than the NAD(H) system. In Figure 3.3 

RFUs are presented as a function of time for NADP(H) for a series of concentrations.  

All four figures in Figure 3.3 show a loss of linearity and drop in signal for the 

highest cofactor concentration tested after 75 minutes for the oxidized NADP+ and 

after 60 minutes for total NADP(H). For the NADP(H) kit (Figure 3.3), the 3000 nM 

concentration in all four subfigures show a loss of linearity over time.  Although the 

RFUs start to increase as expected, they quickly peaked and then decreased in RFUs 

around the 90-minute mark. This peaking is indicative of system exhaustion. It is 

possible that if the resazurin, the signal molecule, was completely converted to 

rezarufin then at that point the RFU reading should flatten out and provide the same 

reading over the remaining time points. However, if the enzymatic reaction continued 

after all of the resazurin was converted to rezorufin then the build-up of the reduced 

electron transporter, 1-MPMS, would result.  With this buildup of reduced 1-MPMS 

it could further reduce the resorufin to dihydroresorufin which is colourless and non-

fluorescent (Oja et al. 2014). This reduction of the sensor, and subsequent loss of 

fluorescence, would explain the decrease in RFUs seen. Based on the limited 

information provided by the kit manufacturer, this theory appears to be the most 

likely case for the peak and drop off-of the RFU signal and sets an upper limit for the 

kit. In Figure 3.4 the time series in which saturation occurred has been removed and 

the RFUs is plotted vs concentration of the relevant form of NADP(H), for a series of 

incubation times. From there the time series data were used to generate linear 

regression functions and were plotted. Based on the data from Figure 3.3 and Figure 
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3.4, the final assay conditions for the NADP(H) kit were set at 60 min over a 

concentration range of 187.5 to 2000 nM at 37°C. 

 

A  B 

  
C  D 

  

Figure 3.3 Evaluation of NADP+ and Total NADP(H) determination assays.   

Panel A and B show the NADP+ only cofactor response to the NADP(H) kit under two different extraction 

temperatures. A was extracted at room temperature and B was extracted at 37 °C as per the protocol change. C 

and D show the total NADP(H) response at 25° and 37 °C. n=2 
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Figure 3.4  Linear Regression Analyses of NADP+ and Total NADP(H) Concentration Determinations at the 

Indicated Incubation Temperatures as a Function of TimeCurves 

Figure 3.4 is a manipulation of  Figure 3.3, placing the concentrations on the x axis and the time values as the 

observations. All time points beyond 75 minutes were removed and linear regressions were applied. n=2 
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3.1.2 Conclusion 

 The extraction incubation at 37 °C for both kits was determined to be preferred and a 

cycling incubation time of 60 minutes for the NADP(H) kit and 90 minutes for the 

NAD(H) kit were chosen for all future experiments. 

3.2 Pre-stressed yeast cultures 

3.2.1 Results and Discussion: 

Normally S. cerevisiae wine yeast used for wine fermentations are commercially 

available as an active dry yeast, which is then rehydrated and inoculated into grape 

juice.  Prior to being dried, the yeasts are grown under aerobic conditions to build up 

trehalose to assist in protecting the yeast membrane during the drying process. Since 

neither the S. uvarum CN1 yeast nor the K1-V1116 Δstl1 was available in an active 

dried form and only as plated yeast cultures, yeast growth conditions had to be 

determined to grow up all yeasts from an agar plate prior to inoculating into the 

Icewine fermentations.  

The yeast grow-up conditions were to be optimized such that the redox status for the 

control yeast K1-V1116 grown up from an agar plate and then inoculated into 

Icewine juice was similar to that measured previously for the active dry form of the 

yeast K1-V1116 (F. Yang, Heit, and Inglis 2017). Figure 3.5 shows how different 

grow-up conditions affect the redox status the K1-V1116 yeast cells. Specifically, the 

active dried yeast was previously reported with 18% NAD+ at the start of 

fermentation, which then increased on day 2 to 59% and then dropped down to 10% 

by day 5 of fermentation.  When K1-V1116 was grown up from a plate culture in 2° 



 

   

Brix diluted Icewine juice with aeration, the NAD+ ratio started at 70% and dropped 

down to 10% by day 2. However, if the yeast culture was grown up from the plate in 

2° Brix diluted Icewine juice and then spin concentrated before its inoculation into 

Icewine juice, its cofactor measurements started at 36% NAD+, peaked at Day one 

(49% NAD+), and then slowly dropped back to the baseline of 10%, more closely 

aligned with the active dry yeast (Figure 3.5). 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Evaluation of % NAD+ Under Different Growth Conditions 

Percentage of NAD+ to total under three different culturing conditions, one from active dried and two cultured 

from YPD plates.  n=2 Active Dried ferment courtesy of Fei Yang   
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The initial 2° Brix grow-up trial, without spin concentration of the yeast culture, had 

a starting (T0) Brix reading of below 38° due to the requirement to add roughly 100 

mL or 10% of the 2° Brix grow-up media into the 40° Brix Icewine juice to reach the 

desired 1 × 107 cells per mL. Starting the ferments at below 38° Brix was considered 

suboptimal because while VQA regulations allow for Icewine to be made from 

Icewine juice with a Brix value of at least 35°, this is not common, and the highest 

quality Icewines start with juice around 40° Brix. Past Icewine fermentation 

experiments have normally started with juice at 40 °Brix. (Pigeau et al. 2007; F. 

Yang, Heit, and Inglis 2017; Muysson et al. 2019). Additionally, there is a peak 

build-up of NAD+ on Day 2 for the active dry yeast rather than on Day 0 seen when 

the 2° Brix grow-up was directly used. To attempt to manage the dilution of the 

initially inoculated Icewine juice when the 2° Brix grow-up diluted Icewine juice was 

used, a centrifugal cell concentration step (2988 RCF for 10 minutes at 4 °C) as 

tested, and the results are shown in Figure 3.5 as the unfilled circles. With the cell 

concentration step, the initial Icewine juice maintained it’s 40° Brix initial strength 

with a shifting of the NAD+ peak from Day 2 to Day 1 and more closely resembled 

the past measurements performed with the active dry culture.  

3.2.2 Conclusion 

Spin concentration of the yeast from the 2° Brix grow-up media maintains the initial 

Brix level of the Icewine juice and shifts the NAD+ peak closer to Day 2 of the 

fermentation. A spin concentration step of the yeast growing in dilute juice was added 

to the final protocol to maintain the initial Brix level of the Icewine juice. 



 

   

3.3  Spin Concentration Trials 

3.3.1 Results and Discussion 

A method to optimize cell viability after spin concentrating the yeast preparations was 

required prior to setting up the Icewine fermentations.  With the realization that the 

yeast inoculum needed to be spun concentrated to ensure that the freshly inoculated 

Icewine juice maintained a Brix value at or above 40°, the two major variables that 

needed to be determined were spin time and speed/force.  

To optimize the spin speed and timing, cell viability was compared under different 

treatment options. Figure 3.6 A shows the number of viable cells per mL during the 

first two days of fermentation for cells that were not spin concentrated (control) and 

using three different speeds to spin concentrate the cells. After 24 hours, there was 

little separation between viable cell counts but by day two, the different spin speeds 

started to show divergent viable cell counts. In Figure 3.6B, the Day 2 viable cell 

counts are displayed, and a statistical difference was found only between the unspun 

control and the 2988 RCF treatment.  
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A B 

 

Figure 3.6 Evaluation of Yeast Cell Viability at Different Spin Speeds for Cell Viability 

 

Three spin speeds were evaluated for cell viability against an unspun control. Panel A is cell viability at 

different spin speeds over two days of fermentation whereas Panel B compares final cell viability at day 2. All 

measurements were done in duplicate for n = 2. Same letters indicate no statistical difference using Tukey’s 

HSD (p<0.05), appendix Table 9.1 

 

In regard to the speed component, the faster the cells were spun, the greater the 

centrifugal force that was applied to them. As the cells are naturally slightly heavier 

than the Icewine juice, they settled to the bottom of the centrifuge tube with more 

force applied the faster they will settle at the possible cost of some cell death due to 

cellular stresses. In Figure 3.6, a statistical difference in cell growth at day 2 was only 

seen between the unspun cells and the 2988 RCF spun cells. This would indicate that 

any cell concentration with speed of 478 RCF or less would statically generate the 

same cell mass at the end of the second day of fermentation and so the lowest speed 

of 120 RCF was chosen as it presumably put the cells under less stress and still 

produced a decent pellet to work with. 
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Based on the results from Figure 3.6, a speed of 120 RCF was selected for further 

investigation to then determine an appropriate spin duration at 120 RCF. Figure 3.7 A 

shows that the viable cell counts start to diverge between Day 1 and Day 2 based on 

the different spin times tested between the control (no spin) versus 2, 5 or 10 min of 

spinning at 120 RCF. Figure 3.7B shows that at Day 2, a statistical difference was 

seen between the unspun cells and all spun treatments. However, no difference was 

seen between the spun treatments. 

 

A  B 

  

Figure 3.7 Evaluation of Spin Time Trials for Spin Concentration and Cell Viability.  

The cell viability of three time trials compared to the control unspun treatment.  Panel A is cell viability at 

various spin times over the course of 2 days of fermentation whereas Panel B compares cell viability at the end 

of the 2 day fermentation. Cell measurements were done in duplicate for n = 2.  Same letters indicate no 

statistical difference using Tukey’s HSD (p<0.05), appendix Table 9.1.   

 

 

The sedimentation time required to generate a satisfactory pellet and minimize 

cellular trauma was displayed in Figure 3.7. Again, the typical increase in viable cells 

of the control vs the centrifuged cells is observed as was also seen with the time trial. 
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When the day two viable cell counts were analyzed, Tukey’s HSD indicated that there 

is no statistical difference between 2-, 5-, and 10-minute spin times at 120 RCF, 

however there was a statistical difference between the three spun treatments vs the 

unspun control. The 2-minute spin time yielded a very soft but usable pellet. While 

statistically speaking there is no difference between spinning for Considering the 

desire to minimize stresses of resuspending the pellet, for a well distributed inoculum, 

and mindful of laboratory time and resources, the 2-minute spin cycle was chosen.  

3.3.2 Conclusion 

Based on the results that all spin times were equal and that spin time is required, the 

lowest spin time (2 minute) at a force (120 RCF) was selected for the spin 

concentration in further experiments.  

4 Results: Comparison Between K1-V1116 Wild-Type and K1-

V1116 Δstl1 

In comparing the fermentation performance of K1-V1116, two questions were 

addressed: Will K1-V1116 Δstl1 produce more glycerol and more acetic acid than the 

K1-V1116 wild-type and will it generate a higher percentage of NAD+ to total 

compared to the wildtype during the fermentation of 40° Brix Icewine juice? 

The Hypotheses were as follows: 

1) K1-V1116 Δstl1 will produce more glycerol and more acetic acid than the K1-

V1116 wild-type during the fermentation of 40° Brix Icewine juice. 



 

   

2) K1-V1116 Δstl1 will generate a higher percentage of NAD+ to total compared 

to the wildtype during the fermentation of 40° Brix Icewine juice 

4.1 Results and Discussion 

To determine the impact on yeast growth, sugar consumption, glycerol and acetic acid 

production between S. cerevisiae K1-V1116 wild type and the Δstl1 strain under 

osmotic stress, Icewine fermentations were set up.  Figure 4.1 shows the growth curve 

of both the K1-V1116 wild-type and the Δstl1 knockout until day 38. Both strains of 

yeast display the expected initial lag phase followed by exponential growth starting 

around day 2 and lasting until around day 6 when they moved into the stationary 

phase. Only during the log phase (Days 0.25 and 6) was there a statistical difference 

in cell counts as per Tukey’s HSD (p<0.05), n=6, appendix Table 9.5. 
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Figure 4.1 Yeast Viability in 40° Brix Icewine Juice 

Fermentation analysis of viable cells during fermentation in 40° Brix Vidal Icewine juice. Fermentations were 

inoculated with • K1-V1116 or ○ K1-V1116 Δstl1. Data represents the mean value ± standard deviation of 

duplicate measurements from triplicate fermentation samples for an n=6. Time points with significantly 

different cell concentrations are denoted by * and were determined by ANOVA with post-hoc test Tukey’s 

HSD (p<0.05) with statistical data presented in appendix Table 9.5. 

 

As the yeast cells divided and fermented the Icewine juice, they consumed some of 

the sugar that it contained, Figure 4.2.  Panel A shows the depletion of sugar from the 

Icewine juice as a function of time with a statistical difference in the final time point 

of Day 38 (Table 4.1). Panel B shows the yeast’s consumption of sugar over time and 

a statistical difference was seen at the final time point between the two strains (Table 

4.1). 
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Figure 4.2 Sugar Values During Fermentation.  

Fermentation analysis of 40° Brix Vidal Icewine juice for A) Decrease in total Icewine sugar concentration 

over fermentation time and B) amount of sugar consumption over fermentation time. Fermentations were 

inoculated with • K1-V1116 or ○ K1-V1116 Δstl1. Data represents the mean value ± standard deviation of 

duplicate measurements of triplicate fermentation samples for an n=6.  

 

 

In terms of ethanol production, a clear separation between the K1-V1116 wild-type 

and the knockout is seen by day 10 and continued through to the end of the 

fermentation. This observation, of a difference at the end of fermentation, was shown 

to be statistically significant (Table 4.1, Tukey’s HSD p<0.05) with the knockout 

producing less ethanol as a function of time. In Figure 4.3 B, there was no difference 

between the strains in generating ethanol per unit of sugar consumed (Tukey’s HSD 

p<0.05). The ratio of roughly 17 g of sugar consumed per 1% v/v of ethanol produced 

is demonstrated and is consistent with standard fermentation kinetics for 

Saccharomyces species (AWRI 2016). 
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A B 

 
Figure 4.3 Ethanol Production  

Fermentation analysis of 40° Brix Vidal Icewine juice for A) Ethanol production over time, B) Ethanol 

Production over sugar consumption. Fermentations were inoculated with  • K1-V1116 or ○ K1-V1116 Δstl1. 

Data represents the mean value ± standard deviation of duplicate measurements of triplicate fermentations for 

an n=6 (Table 9.4). 

 

 

Figure 4.4 A shows that glycerol production of the two yeast strains as a function of 

time were not different from each other.  However, when glycerol production is 

examined as a function of sugar consumption, Figure 4.4 B, glycerol production starts 

to diverge around 50 g/L sugar consumed and continued to the end of the 

fermentation.  As noted in Table 4.1, the K1-V1116 Δstl1 knockout yeast produced 

significantly more glycerol per unit of sugar consumed (95 mg glycerol/g sugar 

consumed) as compared to the wildtype yeast (51 mg glycerol/g sugar consumed) 
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Figure 4.4 Glycerol Production  

Fermentation analysis of 40° Brix Vidal Icewine juice for A) Glycerol over fermentation time, B) Glycerol 

over sugar consumption. Fermentations were inoculated with • K1-V1116 or ○ K1-V1116 Δstl1. Data 

represents the mean value ± standard deviation of duplicate measurements of triplicate fermentation samples 

for an n=6. 

The production of acetic acid was then analysed within the fermentations and 

presented in Figure 4.5. On a fermentation time basis (A), the two yeast produced 

acetic acid at the same rate but when plotted as a function of sugar consumed (Figure 

4.5 B), divergence starts around 25 g/L sugar consumed and continues until the end of 

fermentation.  There was a statistical difference found in acetic acid produced 

between the two K1-V1116 strains as a function of sugar consumed with the K1-

V1116 Δstl1 strain producing more acetic acid per sugar consumed (14.5 mg acetic 

acid/g sugar consumed ) versus the wild type strain (8.2 mg acetic acid/g sugar 

consumed) as listed in Table 4.1. 
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A B 

 
Figure 4.5 Acetic Acid Production  

 

Fermentation analysis of 40° Brix Vidal Icewine juice for A) acetic acid production over fermentation time B) 

acetic acid production over sugar consumption. Fermentations were inoculated with • K1-V1116 or ○ K1-

V1116 Δstl1. Data represents the mean value ± standard deviation of duplicate measurements of triplicate 

samples for an n=6. 

Acetic acid production was plotted as a function glycerol production and linear 

regressions were fitted and displayed in Figure 4.6. There is a clear linear relationship 

between glycerol and acetic acid production at roughly a 4:1 molar ratio of glycerol to 

acetic acid between both K1-V1116 strains.  
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Figure 4.6 Acetic Acid vs Glycerol Production.  

Fermentation analysis of 40° Brix Vidal Icewine juice of acetic acid plotted as a function of glycerol 

production. Fermentations were inoculated with • K1-V1116 or ○ K1-V1116 Δstl1. Dashed lines are the 

respective linear regressions. Data represents the mean value ± standard deviation of duplicate measurements 

of triplicate fermentation samples for an n=6. 

Figure 4.7 showed a strong separation between the K1-V1116 wild-type and 

knockout for production of acetaldehyde both on time basis and on a per unit sugar 

consumed basis with the wild-type producing more in both cases. At the end of 

fermentation, acetaldehyde produced per unit of sugar consumed was evaluated 

(Table 4.1) showing K1-V1116 wild type producing more acetaldehyde (333 mg/g 

sugar consumed) in comparison to K1-V1116 Δstl1 strain (227 mg/g sugar 

consumed).  
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Figure 4.7 Acetaldehyde Production 

 

Fermentation analysis of 40° Brix Vidal Icewine juice for A) acetaldehyde production over time and B) 

acetaldehyde production over sugar consumption. Fermentations were inoculated with • K1-V1116 or ○ K1-

V1116 Δstl1. Data represents the mean value ± standard deviation of duplicate measurements of triplicate 

fermentation samples for an n=6. 
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Table 4.1 K1-V1116 Wild-type and Δstl1 Fermentation Metabolites.  

Initial juice and final wine metabolite values are presented as well as overall consumption/production values. Metabolites produced normalized to the consumption of sugar are 

calculated . Data is a subset of Table 5.1, with the removal of the CN1 data. Analysis of variation was tested using ANOVA followed by a post-hoc test with Tukey’s HSD 

where merited. The same letter for a given metabolite within a column indicates no statistical difference was found between the values using Tukey’s HSD (p<0.05) (Appendix 

Table 9.4). Data represents the mean value ± standard deviation of duplicate measurements of triplicate fermentation samples.  

Metabolite Species Pre-

Fermentation 

Juice 

Post-Fermentation 

Juice 

Sugar Consumption 

or Metabolite 

Production (g/L) 

Normalized to Sugar 

Consumption (mg/g) 

Sugar K1-V1116 443 ± 3 b 244 ± 1 b 199 ± 3 a   

(g/L Glucose 

and Fructose)  

K1-V1116 Δstl1 446 ± 5 b 332 ± 4 a 114 ± 4 b 

Glycerol K1-V1116 8.6 ± 0.1 a 18.8 ± 0.2 a 10.2 ± 0.3 a 51 ± 2 b 

(g/L) K1-V1116 Δstl1 8.2 ± 0.8 a 19 ± 0 a 10.8 ± 0.7 a 95 ± 7 a 

Acetic Acid K1-V1116 0.05 ± 0 a 1.68 ± 0.09 a 1.63 ± 0.09 a 8.2 ± 0.5 b 

(g/L) K1-V1116 Δstl1 0.05 ± 0 a 1.7 ± 0.08 a 1.65 ± 0.08 a 14.5 ± 1.2 a 

Acetaldehyde  K1-V1116 0 ± 0  66.5 ± 1.5 a 66.5 ± 1.5 a 333 ± 9 a 

(mg/L) K1-V1116 Δstl1 0 ± 0  26 ± 4 b 26 ± 4 b 227 ± 28 b 

Ethanol K1-V1116 1.3% ± 0% a 12.4% ± 0.4% a 11% ± 0.5% a 5.5% ± 0.2% per 100g a 

(% vol/vol) K1-V1116 Δstl1 1.3% ± 0% a 8.2% ± 0.4% b 6.9% ± 0.4% b 6.0% ± 0.4% per 100g a 
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To determine if the higher acetic acid production in the K1-V1116 Δstl1 was 

stimulated by a higher amount NAD+ generated from the higher glycerol production 

in that strain, the redox status of the cell was measured for both the NAD(H) and 

NADP(H) system in both the wild-type and Δstl1 strains.   In Figure 4.8 A, both 

strains started with relatively elevated levels of NAD+ between 11-13% which then 

decreased at the 6-hour time point of fermentation and then slightly rose again at day 

1.  The NAD+ level fell back to below 8% by the end of day 6.  Statistically, there 

was no significant difference between the two strains at any time point.  The 

knockout showed no statistical difference in the % NAD+ between itself and the K1-

V1116 wildtype at any time point (Appendix Table 9.2). Figure 4.8 B, provides the 

cofactor ratios  compared to sugar consumption rather than fermentation time and 

also showed no statistical differences between the strains.  

 



 

   

A) 

 
B) 

 

Figure 4.8 Analysis of % NAD+ Cofactor as a Function of Time and Sugar Consumption 

Fermentation analysis for % NAD+ cofactor analysis for 40° Brix Vidal Icewine juice A) as a function of time 

and B) as a function of sugar consumption. Fermentations were inoculated with • K1-V1116 or ○ K1-V1116 

Δstl1. For Panel A, an analysis of variation was tested using ANOVA followed by a post-hoc test with Tukey’s 

HSD where merited. Data represents the mean value ± standard deviation of duplicate measurements from 

triplicate fermentation samples for an n=6.  Different small case letters indicate statistical differences by 

Tukey’s HSD (P<0.05), appendix Table 9.2. No statistical difference was found between the two strains at any 

time point though the time series  
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The results from the NADP(H) ratios, shown in Figure 4.9 A, resulted in a statistical 

difference at the  3 day and 6 day timepoints between the two K1-V1116 strains 

(Appendix Table 9.3). Both strains show a bimodal curve with the first around 6 

hours after the start of fermentation and the second at day 6 with a valley on day 3 for 

the knockout and day 4 for the wild type. For Figure 4.9 B, a dip in the NADP+ ratio 

was seen around the 20-25 g/L sugar consumption mark. 



 

   

A) 

   
B) 

 

Figure 4.9 Analysis of %  of NADP+ Cofactor System as a Function of Time and Sugar Consumption 

Fermentation analysis for % NADP+ cofactor analysis for 40° Brix Vidal Icewine juice A) as a function of 

time and B) as a function of sugar consumption. Fermentations were inoculated with • K1-V1116 or ○ K1-

V1116 Δstl1. For Panel A, an analysis of variation was tested using ANOVA followed by a post-hoc test with 

Tukey’s HSD where merited. Data represents the mean value ± standard deviation of duplicate measurements 

from triplicate fermentation samples for an n=6.  Different small case letters indicate statistical differences by 

Tukey’s HSD (P<0.05), appendix Table 9.3. 
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4.2 Discussion 

With the K1-V1116 Δstl1 knockout being dependent on the production of de novo 

glycerol for glycerol mediated adaption to hyperosmotic environments other than any 

glycerol that may have diffused across the membrane without being facilitated by 

Stl1p, it would be expected that the knockout would produce more glycerol than it’s 

wild-type parent as a function of sugar consumed. This is due to the strain lacking the 

gene to produce Stl1p and so cannot actively bring in glycerol into the cell from its 

environment. In Figure 4.4B and Table 4.1, glycerol vs sugar, statistically it can be 

seen that indeed, the knockout produced more glycerol than the wild-type per unit of 

sugar.  

Since both strains are identical except for the presence or absence of Stl1p, it can be 

assumed that both membranes have the same permeability coefficient for glycerol. 

Given that both trials started with the same cell mass and that both strains will 

attempt to maintain the same level of turgor pressure, they should both lose the same 

amount of glycerol per unit of time through simple diffusion across the cellular 

membrane into the environment. The only two major differences between the two 

treatments are that of the Stl1p being present or not and the change of Brix in the 

Icewine juice/wine over time. There would be glycerol taken up by the wild type (via 

the Stl1p), since the starting Icewine juice was over 8 g/L of glycerol. 

When glycerol production is viewed as a function of sugar consumed, the data is 

consistent with the knockout having to divert more carbon to the production of 



 

   

glycerol since it no longer has the ability to take glycerol up from the growth media. 

These results are consistent with the results from (Muysson et al. 2019).  

It has been well established that the production of glycerol in S. cerevisiae under 

hyperosmotic stress of Icewine fermentation is correlated to the production of acetic 

acid due to trying to re-establish redox balance for the NAD+/NADH cofactor 

system(Pigeau and Inglis 2005; F. Yang, Heit, and Inglis 2017; Heit et al. 2018). 

Results from this experiment further support this as seen for the knockout mutant K1-

V1116 Δstl1.  In this strain, the yeast cannot take up glycerol from the surrounding 

media since its glycerol membrane transporter has been deleted.  The Δstl1 strain 

produced more glycerol and also produced more acetic acid on a per unit sugar 

consumed basis. It was also observed that the knockout yeast produced less 

acetaldehyde further supporting the theory that acetaldehyde generated from sugar 

consumption was being further oxidized into acetic acid. These results are again 

consistent with the work done by Muysson et al (2019).  Further, the results support 

the hypothesis that acetic acid is linked to the production of glycerol and NAD+ by 

regenerating NADH via aldehyde dehydrogenase to regain redox balance so the 

dihydroxyacetone-3-phosphate can be reduced to glycerol-3-phosphate (Pigeau and 

Inglis 2005; F. Yang, Heit, and Inglis 2017; Nevoigt and Stahl 1997; Förster et al. 

2003).  

To further the theory that NAD+ is reduced to NADH by acetic acid production when 

glycerol is made (F. Yang, Heit, and Inglis 2017), it was expected that in the 

knockout yeast, which produces more glycerol, there would be a higher % of NAD+ 
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early in the fermentation which would then further stimulate acetic acid production 

via aldehyde dehydrogenase since NAD+ is a cofactor for that enzyme. It has been 

well established that the expression of ALD3, which encodes an NAD+ dependant 

aldehyde dehydrogenase, is significantly up-regulated during Icewine fermentation 

when higher glycerol and acetic acid is produced (Pigeau and Inglis 2005; Pigeau et 

al. 2007; Heit et al. 2018). This was observed for K1-V1116 fermenting Icewine juice 

over that found for the yeast fermenting the less osmotically stressful tablewine juice 

(Yang et al, 2017).  However, that was not observed between the wild type and the 

Δstl1 strains in this current study. It is possible that the differences in NAD+ were too 

small to quantify using the cofactor kits based on the large standard deviation of the 

kit measurements.  There was large variability between replicates for both the wild 

type and the knockout as observed in the large standard deviations recorded.   Also, 

as a function of time, the two strains did not show a difference in glycerol and acetic 

acid production  

It would be expected that the production ratio between glycerol and acetic acid should 

be the same between the two strains, as Stl1p does not utilize the NAD(H) cofactor. 

The stoichiometric production of glycerol to acetic acid would be 2:1, in an in vitro 

system, as glycerol production generates 1 NAD+ while acetic acid consumes 2 

NAD+. Yeast cells, however, utilize both acetic acid (acetate) and glycerol for other 

cellular needs along with slow passive diffusion of metabolites across the cellular 

membrane. These factors would suggest that a 2:1 ratio is not expected, though the 

two strains should produce the same ratio, assuming the system is not sufficiently 

perturbed as to activate alternative pathways.  Figure 4.6 shows the molar ratio of 



 

   

acetic acid to glycerol to be 4:1 for both strains, suggesting that indeed acetic acid 

production is linked to glycerol production. The ratio is shifted towards producing 

more acetic acid in the final wine.  

Based on the above, this would suggest that either glycerol production is maximized, 

the GPP or GPD has reached saturation within the cell, or that acetic acid production 

is maximized and so ALD is saturated (Ansell et al. 1997). If neither of these points 

in the pathway were fully utilized, then given the fact that the knockout produced 

more glycerol then a NAD(H) shift should have been observed between the two 

strains. As there was no statistical difference between the two strain’s NAD(H) ratios, 

the likely limiting step in this pathway is the formation of glycerol at the GPD 

enzyme as it has been shown to be slower than GPP (Ansell et al. 1997).   

NADP(H) only showed a statistical difference at two time points (T3 and T6). 

Additionally, there was a general trend showing that the knockout had a lower ratio of 

NADP+ to total NADP(H) compared to the wild-type K1-V1116, though again 

statistically different only at two time points.  It is known that acetic acid is normally 

produced during table wine fermentation by an NADP+ dependent isoform encoded 

by ALD6, likely to produce acetic acid that is then utilized to produce acetyl CoA for 

fatty acid biosynthesis for membrane production during yeast growth. However, the 

increased acetic acid produced during Icewine fermentation has been linked to NAD+ 

and the increased expression of ALD3.  

While the Ald4p enzyme in the Jacobson and Bernofsky paper, along with the Zhang 

paper, is for a mitochondrial aldehyde dehydrogenase, it is possible that an unknown 
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cytosolic enzyme might also be able to accept both NAD(H) and NADP(H) (Jacobson 

and Bernofsky 1974; Zhang et al. 2018). If this were the case, theoretically, the 

substrate and product for this promiscuous enzyme could act as an electron shuttle 

between the NAD(H) and the NADP(H) systems. The process would work through 

the set equilibrium point between this unknown oxidized substrate “So” and reduced 

product “Pr”. In this case the ratio is not important but rather that it is in equilibrium 

with the enzyme and is allowed to freely convert between the two. If the natural 

affinity for both cofactors, and their two redox states are in equilibrium with the 

homeostatic ratios of both cofactors, a perturbation in one system will cause an 

electron transfer between the two cofactors. In the case where there is an NAD+ 

increase, the system will help transfer electrons from NADPH to NAD+. This would 

be accomplished by the NAD+ having a greater chance to interact with the Pr in the 

active site and generate NADH and So. Now there is an imbalance between So and 

Pr, which drives the reaction from So to Pr. Since the equilibrium ratio between 

NADH and NADPH is in favour of NADPH interacting with the enzyme (as NADH 

was depleted and is in the process of being regenerated) the So is more likely to be 

reduced to Pr via NADPH, restoring the So/Pr ratio and transferring one pair of 

electrons from NADPH to NAD+ though the intermediate So/Pr. 

There is elegance to this system in that, by shifting between the So/Pr states, the cell 

is able to prevent a lock up whereby all of the cofactor of one system is in either the 

oxidized or the reduced form, which would lead to entire pathways being shut down. 

Presumably such an enzyme, if it exists, would need to be highly regulated along with 

its substrate and produces.  



 

   

A more complicated 4 enzyme futile cycle mechanism has been proposed by Celton 

whereby the interconversion between dihydroxyacetone and glycerol, consuming an 

ATP in the process, might be capable of providing a way to interconvert between the 

two coenzyme systems (Celton et al. 2012). 

4.3 Conclusions: 

The K1-V1116 Δstl1 knockout provides further evidence that glycerol is the dominant 

osmolyte for yeast cells in adapting to hyperosmotic stress and that there is a clear 

link between glycerol production and acetic acid production. However, no statistical 

difference was seen in the NAD(H) ratios between the two strains, suggesting that 

glycerol production via GDP is possibly the limiting branch of the system.  

A statistical increase in production of both glycerol and acetic acid was found on a 

per sugar basis for K1-V1116 Δstl1 in comparison to the K1-V1116 wildtype, 

accepting the hypothesis. Further, no statistical difference was seen in the percentage 

of NAD+ to total for K1-V1116 Δstl1 relative to the K1-V1116 wildtype, rejecting 

the hypothesis. 

5 Results: Comparison Between K1-V1116 Wild-Type and CN1  

In comparing the S. uvarum yeast CN1 to the wild-type K1-V1116, two questions 

were asked: Will CN1 produce more glycerol and less acetic acid than the K1-V1116 

wild-type in Icewine fermentations as observed in other high sugar fermentations, and 

will it generate a higher percentage of NAD+ to total compared to the wildtype during 

the fermentation of 40° Brix Icewine juice? 
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The following hypotheses were tested: 

1) CN1 will produce more glycerol and less acetic acid than the K1-V1116 wild-

type during the fermentation of 40° Brix Icewine juice. 

2) CN1 will generate a higher percentage of NAD+ to total compared to the K1-

V1116 wildtype during the fermentation of 40° Brix Icewine juice 

5.1 Results and Discussion 

Figure 5.1 shows growth curves of the three strains, with typical lag, log, and 

stationary phases and likely the start of the death phase. Cell counts between the K1-

V1116 wild-type and CN1 were statistically insignificant from each other except 

during the log phase (time points 0.25, 2, 3, and 6) which is expected as both strains 

would likely have different growth characteristics, Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1 Viable Cells During Fermentation.  

 

Fermentation analysis of viable cells during fermentation in 40° Brix Vidal Icewine juice. Fermentations were 

inoculated with • K1-V1116, ○ K1-V1116 Δstl1, or ▲ CN. Data represents the mean value ± standard 

deviation of duplicate measurements from triplicate fermentation samples for an n=6. Statistical analysis was 

performed at each time point between the three strains. Significant differences in cell concentrations at 0.25, 1, 

2, 3 and 6 days are denoted by different letters as tested by ANOVA and post hoc test Tukey’s HSD (p<0.05) 

with significance data included in appendix Table 9.5. 
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Sugar consumption by all three strains differed throughout the fermentations (Figure 

5.2). At the end of fermentation, the final sugar consumed was compared between all 

three strains and was found statistically different with the wild type K1-V1116 

consuming the most sugar (199 g/L) and CN1 consuming more (179 g/L) than the 

knockout yeast (114 g/L) (Table 5.1). Figure 5.2, subfigure A, provides the 

concentration of sugar in the juice over time while B displays the consumption of 

sugar over time. Here we see that CN1 consumed sugar at a rate between that of the 

K1-V1116 wildtype and the stl1 knockout and started to diverge in sugar  

consumption rates around day 10.  

 

A B 

 

Figure 5.2 Sugar Consumption During Fermentation 

Fermentation analysis of 40° Brix Vidal Icewine juice for A) Sugar concentration over fermentation time B) 

Sugar consumption over fermentation time. Fermentations were inoculated with • K1-V1116, ○ K1-V1116 

Δstl1, or ▲ CN1. Data represents the mean value ± standard deviation of duplicate measurements of triplicate 

fermentation samples for an n=6.  
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In Figure 5.3, all three strains showed the expected early lag phase in ethanol 

production while the cells were acclimatizing to the Icewine juice and multiplying. 

Around day 8, ethanol rate of production increased with K1-V1116 wild-type 

producing the most amount of ethanol by volume at day 38, K1-V1116 Δstl1 the least 

amount of ethanol, and with CN1’s production between the two K1-V1116 strains 

(Table 5.1). When the production of ethanol was compared to sugar consumption, all 

three strains behaved similarly and displayed a linear relationship. 

A) B) 

 

Figure 5.3 Ethanol Production During Fermentation 

Fermentation analysis of 40° Brix Vidal Icewine juice for A) Ethanol production over time, and B) Ethanol 

Production over sugar consumption. Fermentations were inoculated with  • K1-V1116, ○ K1-V1116 Δstl1, or 

▲ CN1. Data represents the mean value ± standard deviation of duplicate measurements of triplicate 

fermentation samples for an n=6. 

 

Glycerol production for CN1 is displayed in Figure 5.4, along with both K1-V1116 

strains, with sub-figure A providing glycerol production over the course of time of the 

fermentation and the sub-figure B as a function of sugar consumption. At the final 
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time point, Day 38, all three strains had no statistical difference in glycerol 

concentration, however on a per sugar basis, the stl1 knockout produced the highest 

amount of glycerol (95 mg/g sugar consumed) whereas CN1 (57 mg/g sugar 

consumed) was not different from the wild type (51 mg/g sugar consumed) (Table 

5.1). 

 

A B 

  

Figure 5.4 Glycerol Production 

Fermentation analysis of 40° Brix Vidal Icewine juice for A) Glycerol over fermentation time, and B) Glycerol 

over sugar consumption. Fermentations were inoculated with • K1-V1116, ○ K1-V1116 Δstl1, or ▲ CN1. Data 

represents the mean value ± standard deviation of duplicate measurements of triplicate fermentation samples 

for an n=6. 

 

Acetic acid produced by all three yeast strains is presented in Figure 5.5, with 

production by time in sub-figure A and by sugar consumed in sub-figure B. In Figure 

5.5 A, the CN1 strain was seen to produce less acetic acid than the two K1-V1116 

strains, diverging around day 10 and this trend continued until the end of 
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fermentation. By the end of fermentation, there was a statistical difference between 

CN1 and the two K1-V1116 strains in acetic acid produced per sugar consumed with 

CN1 producing the least (5.9 mg acetic acid/g sugar consumed) followed by the wild 

type (8.3 mg acetic acid/g sugar consumed) with the stl1 knockout yeast producing 

the most (14.5 mg/ g sugar consumed), (Table 5.1). In Figure 5.4 B, all three strains 

diverged in acetic acid production around 7 g/L of sugar consumption. The CN1 

strain trended to produce the least amount of acetic acid per unit of sugar consumed, 

the K1-V1116 Δstl1 strains produced the most, and the K1-V1116 wild-type a 

moderate amount (Figure 5.4).  

A B 

  
Figure 5.5 Acetic Acid Production 

Fermentation analysis of 40° Brix Vidal Icewine juice for A) acetic acid production over fermentation time and 

B) acetic acid production over sugar consumption. Fermentations were inoculated with • K1-V1116, ○ K1-

V1116 Δstl1, or ▲ CN1. Data represents the mean value ± standard deviation of duplicate measurements of 

triplicate fermentation samples for an n=6. 

 

When the production of acetic acid to glycerol is compared between the three strains 

(Figure 5.6), CN1 visually diverged from the two K1-V1116 strains and was 
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statistically verified by Tukey’s HSD post hock test to be statistically different 

(Appendix Table 9.4). The slopes indicate that both K1-V1116 strains produce 

roughly 0.24 units of acetic acid per unit of glycerol while the CN1 produces only 

0.15 units of acetic acid per unit of glycerol produced, which is nearly half the 

amount of acetic acid per unit of glycerol produced. 

 

Figure 5.6 Acetic Acid vs Glycerol Production 

 Fermentation analysis of 40° Brix Vidal Icewine juice of acetic acid plotted as a function of glycerol 

production. Fermentations were inoculated with • K1-V1116, ○ K1-V1116 Δstl1, or ▲ CN1. Dashed lines are 

the respective linear regressions. Data represents the mean value ± standard deviation of duplicate 

measurements of triplicate fermentation samples for an n=6. 

 

Acetaldehyde production both as a function of time (Figure 5.7 A) and sugar (Figure 

5.7 B) are provided. As both a function of time and sugar consumption, CN1 
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displayed a higher peak concentration during fermentation at around day 8 and 

around 66 g/L of sugar consumed to that of the two K1-V1116 strains. However, 

during the remainder of the fermentation, the acetaldehyde slowly decreased to values 

between that of the K1-V1116 wild-type on the upper end and K1-V1116 Δstl1 at the 

lower end of final acetaldehyde produced. Statistical evaluation of the final 

acetaldehyde concentrations showed that all three strains produced statistically 

different total concentrations of acetaldehyde while on a per sugar consumed basis, 

only the K1-V1116 wild-type produced a statistically higher amount of acetaldehyde 

compared to the other two yeast (Table 5.1). Two options exist, either the CN1 strain 

is producing less acetic acid, or it is converting the acetic acid to other products. If the 

conversion option is in play, there are two plausible possibilities of why. First CN1 

might simply actively use acetic acid faster than both of the K1-V1116 strains. The 

second option is that the CN1 membrane is less permissive to acetic acid (active or 

passive), and so acetic acid both leaks into the wine more slowly and causes a buildup 

in the cytoplasm which the cell needs to detoxify through anabolic pathways or 

acetylation of substrates.  
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A) B) 

  
Figure 5.7 Acetaldehyde Production 

Fermentation analysis of 40° Brix Vidal Icewine juice for A) acetaldehyde production over time and B) 

acetaldehyde production over sugar consumption. Fermentations were inoculated with • K1-V1116, ○ K1-

V1116 Δstl1, or ▲ CN1. Data represents the mean value ± standard deviation of duplicate measurements of 

triplicate fermentation samples for an n=6. 
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Table 5.1  Juice and Wine Metabolites 

Initial juice and final wine metabolite values and then presented as consumption/production values along with normalized to the consumption of sugar. Analysis of variation 

was tested using ANOVA followed by a post-hoc test with Tukey’s HSD where merited. The same letter for a given metabolite and column indicates no statistical difference 

was found between the values using Tukey’s HSD (p<0.05) (Appendix Table 9.4). Data represents the mean value ± standard deviation of duplicate measurements of triplicate 

fermentation samples 

Metabolite Species Pre-Fermentation Juice Post-Fermentation Juice Sugar 

Consumption 

or Metabolite 

Production 

Normalized to sugar (mg 

metabolite/g sugar consumed) 

Sugar K1-V1116 443 ± 3 b 244 ± 1 c 199 ± 3 a   
(g/L Glucose 

and Fructose)  

K1-V1116 Δstl1 446 ± 5 b 332 ± 4 a 114 ± 4 c 

CN1 460 ± 7 a 281 ± 12 b 179 ± 6 b 

Glycerol K1-V1116 8.6 ± 0.1 a 18.8 ± 0.2 a 10.2 ± 0.3 a 51 ± 2 b 
(g/L) K1-V1116 Δstl1 8.2 ± 0.8 a 19 ± 0 a 10.8 ± 0.7 a 95 ± 7 a  

CN1 8.7 ± 0.5 a 18.9 ± 0.3 a 10.2 ± 0.7 a 57 ± 3 b 

Acetic Acid K1-V1116 0.05 ± 0 a 1.68 ± 0.09 a 1.63 ± 0.09 a 8.2 ± 0.5 b 
(g/L) K1-V1116 Δstl1 0.05 ± 0 a 1.7 ± 0.08 a 1.65 ± 0.08 a 14.5 ± 1.2 a  

CN1 0.05 ± 0 a 1.12 ± 0.01 b 1.06 ± 0.01 b 5.9 ± 0.3 c 

Acetaldehyde  K1-V1116 0 ± 0  66.5 ± 1.5 a 66.5 ± 1.5 a 333 ± 9 a 
(mg/L) K1-V1116 Δstl1 0 ± 0  26 ± 4 c 26 ± 4 c 227 ± 28 b  

CN1 0 ± 0  45.5 ± 1.3 b 45.5 ± 1.3 b 254 ± 11 b 

Ethanol K1-V1116 1.3% ± 0% a 12.4% ± 0.4% a 11% ± 0.5% a 5.531% ± 0.23% per 100g a 
(% vol/vol) K1-V1116 Δstl1 1.3% ± 0% a 8.2% ± 0.4% c 6.9% ± 0.4% c 6.037% ± 0.388% per 100g a  

CN1 1.3% ± 0% a 9.8% ± 0.4% b 8.4% ± 0.4% b 4.7% ± 0.1% per 100g b 
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The NAD(H) cofactor ratios as a function of time shown in Figure 5.8A  suggest that 

CN1 exhibits similar trends as those of both the K1-V1116 wild-type and the 

knockout as no statistical differences were found between the three strains at any time 

point (Tukey’s HSD p<0.05). Figure 5.8 B, removing the time domain and replacing 

it with sugar consumption on the x axis provides a different view with CN1 showing 

some stages with a higher NAD+ ratio.  Since the yeast strains consumed sugar at 

different rates, an ANOVA could not be performed at set sugar consumed points for 

statistical comparison.  



 

   

A) 

 

 
B) 

 

Figure 5.8 Analysis of % of NAD+ Cofactor System 

Fermentation analysis for % NAD+ cofactor analysis for 40° Brix Vidal Icewine juice A) as a function of time 

and B) as a function of sugar consumption. Fermentations were inoculated with • K1-V1116, ○ K1-V1116 

Δstl1, or ▲ CN1). For Panel A, an analysis of variation was tested using ANOVA followed by a post-hoc test 

with Tukey’s HSD where merited. Data represents the mean value ± standard deviation of duplicate 

measurements from triplicate fermentation samples for an n=6.  Different small case letters indicate statistical 

differences by Tukey’s HSD (P<0.05), appendix Table 9.2. 

 

 

Figure 5.9 shows an interesting trend where the CN1 strain consistently had a 

statistically significant lower ratio of NADP+ to total NADP(H) when compared to 

both K1-V1116 strains. This trend was also observed for the cofactor as a function of 

sugar consumed.  
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A) 

 
B)  

 
Figure 5.9 NADP(H) Cofactor System.  

Fermentation analysis for % NADP+ cofactor analysis for 40° Brix Vidal Icewine juice A) as a function of 

time and B) as a function of sugar consumption. Fermentations were inoculated with • K1-V1116, ○ K1-V1116 

Δstl1, or ▲ CN1.  ). For Panel A, an analysis of variation was tested using ANOVA followed by a post-hoc test 

with Tukey’s HSD where merited. Data represents the mean value ± standard deviation of duplicate 

measurements from triplicate fermentation samples for an n=6.  Different small case letters in (A) indicate 

statistical differences by Tukey’s HSD (P<0.05), appendix Table 9.3. 
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5.2 Discussion 

Cell counts between the K1-V1116 wild-type and CN1 were statistically insignificant 

except during the log phase (time points 0.25, 2, 3, and 6) which is expected as both 

strains would likely have different growth characteristics, Figure 5.1. However, both 

strains reached the stationary phase around 6x107 viable cells/ml around day 8 and 

then slowly tapered off as cells died. 

While the CN1 strain has previously been shown to be a high producer of glycerol 

and a low producer of acetic acid compared to commercial strains of yeast in high 

Brix table wines (28° Brix appassimento style wines) it has not been used to produce 

Icewine in the 40° Brix range (Kelly et al. 2018).   

From a sugar concentration and consumption perspective, CN1 consumed less sugar 

during the ferments than the K1-V1116 wild-type but more than the knockout (Figure 

5.2). This was to be expected as the K1-V1116 wild-type is a commercial strain of 

yeast used for both the production of table wines as well as specialty dessert wines 

like Icewine (Lalvin 2014).  The strain would have been selected for strong 

fermentation characteristics including the conversion of sugar to alcohol, which is a 

primary concern for winemakers, along with the production of desirable secondary 

metabolites. In the case of Icewine, there will always be considerable amounts of 

residual sugar as no yeast strain can tolerate the osmotic stress, and ethanol stress that 

builds up in the wine to ferment the wines to dryness. Residual sugar in the wine is 

also part of the wine style.  Sugar is predominantly converted to ethanol and would be 
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one of the main metrics used to consider if CN1 would be a viable yeast strain for 

commercialization.   

Indeed, while the wild-type was the strongest fermenter as seen in Figure 5.3, where 

it reached 12.4% (v/v) ethanol, which is in the desired range of 10-12% for Icewines 

and well above the legal minimum of 7.5% ethanol v/v, the CN1 strain’s  final 

ethanol level was 9.8% (v/v) ethanol at the end of day 38, which was higher than the 

knockout at 8.2% (v/v), and also above the legal minimum for VQA Icewine. This 

concentration of ethanol further suggests that CN1 might be viable as a commercial 

yeast strain. When viewed on a sugar consumption level, all three strains show a 

similar trend producing ethanol at roughly the same rate of sugar consumption. 

Again, this is consistent with ethanol as the primary fermentative metabolite, along 

with CO2. The final ethanol to sugar value showed no statistical difference between 

both of the K1-V1116 strains but they did show a statistical difference with CN1, 

with CN1 producing less ethanol per unit of sugar consumed. What the underlying 

cause for this statistical difference is not currently known but could be due to CN1 

not being the same species as S. cerevisiae and may show different ethanol to sugar 

ratios.  

Glycerol production, the next major metabolite after ethanol is shown in Figure 5.4. 

During the fermentation there was no statistical difference in glycerol production per 

unit time (Figure 5.4 A) nor on a per sugar basis (Figure 5.4 B), compared to the 

wild-type. This observation is interesting because it suggests that when CN1 and the 

K1-V1116 wild-type were placed in the same hyperosmotic environment, they 



 

   

roughly leaked the same amount of glycerol while combatting the external stress 

placed on them by the juice. This observation also suggests that the CN1 and K1-

V1116 strains have roughly the same membrane permeability for glycerol even 

though they are of different species. 

With no statistical difference in glycerol production and with previous research 

showing that CN1 is a lower producer of acetic acid in higher Brix juices (Kelly et al. 

2018), will this trend continue with Icewine juice at 40° Brix. The acetic acid values 

in Figure 5.5 do support the previous evidence that CN1 is a statistically low producer 

of acetic acid when compared to the K1-V1116 wild-type, both as a function of time 

and a function of sugar consumed.  When the production of acetic acid per unit of 

glycerol is plotted, Figure 5.6, the result is even more pronounced. Whereas the two 

K1-V1116 strains had statistically identical values/ratios of glycerol to acetic acid 

(~4:1), CN1 had a statistically higher ratio (~7:1), meaning it released nearly twice 

the amount of glycerol per unit of acetic acid.  

As for why CN1 displayed such a large discrepancy compared to the two K1-V1116 

strains in terms of glycerol to acetic acid production, there are a few possible options. 

While both the CN1 and the K1 strains showed similar glycerol leakage, it could be 

possible that the CN1 strain has a lower permeability for acetic acid. This lowered 

permeability, would result in acetic acid building up into the cell, forcing it to buffer 

it and convert the acetic acid to other compounds to prevent toxicity. Such 

compounds could include lipids, esters, and the acetylation of metabolites. Another 

option is that CN1 has altered pathways causing either a different way to regenerate 
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reduced NAD (as opposed to acetic acid) or prefers to use acetic acid as a carbon 

precursor over others.  

The NAD(H) cofactor system (Figure 5.8) again shows the same lack of statistical 

difference between K1-V1116 wild-type and CN1 as was seen between the K1-

V1116 wild-type and the Δstl1 knockout. The same reasons apply, kit sensitivity 

could be too low to detect these small differences, the concentrations could be too 

low that the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) prevents statistical analysis as the NAD(H) 

assay incubates for 90 minutes, creating too much system variability. The same 

evaluation of actual cofactor concentrations on a wet pellet basis is recommended for 

CN1 as well as both K1-V1116 strains.  

NADP(H) ratios on the other hand show a significant difference in that the level of 

oxidized NADP+ to total NADP(H) was lower in CN1 than that of both K1-V1116 

strains. There could be several reasons for this observation. First CN1 could simply 

have a lower metabolic baseline of NADP+ to total NADP(H) ratio compared to K1-

V1116 wild-type at it belongs to a different species of Saccharomyces. A second 

option could be that as there are three dominant cytosolic aldehyde dehydrogenases, 

one of which is the NADP+ dependent Ald6p , the lower NADP+ may lead to lower 

acetic acid produced by Ald6p in CN1 (F. Yang, Heit, and Inglis 2017). 

Further study of CN1 including the suggestions for the K1-V1116 Δstl1 knockout 

along with possibly producing a CN1 Δstl1 knockout or other mutants should be 

considered. 



 

   

5.3 Conclusion 

CN1 produced significantly less acetic acid than the commercial K1-V1116 wild-type 

strain on both a time basis as well as a sugar consumption basis making it a potential 

candidate for commercialization for Icewine and other high initial brix wines. While 

the NADP(H) system showed lower levels of NADP+ compared to the  K1-V1116 

strains, it is currently unknown if this is base line levels for CN1 or if this lower level 

of NADP+ to total NADP(H) resulted in the lower level of acetic acid in these 

fermentations. 

While a statistical decrease was seen in the production of acetic acid, no increase in 

production of glycerol was detected on a per sugar basis for CN1 in comparison to the 

K1-V1116 wildtype, causing the rejection of the hypothesis. Further, no statistical 

difference was seen in the percentage of NAD+ to total for CN1 relative to the K1-

V1116 wildtype, further rejecting the second hypothesis. 

6 General Discussion and Future Directions 

6.1 Optimization of the Cofactor Kits 

The results in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 demonstrates why it is so critical to find the 

correct incubation time and concentration range for enzyme cycling assays. Had the 

time and concentration trials not been completed, it would have been possible to use 

the kit to make readings that were outside of its linear range creating unreliable 

results. Conversely, the longer the incubation time, assuming environmental variables 
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can be kept stable, the greater the signal to noise ratio and better resolution of the 

readings. 

For the NAD(H) cofactor system, based on Figure 3.2 90 minutes was selected as it 

had the best over all R2 value between the NAD+ and Total NAD(H) with a 

concentration rage of between 187.5-3000 nM. Previous work by Yang had used 105 

minutes but that was completed on older kits of a possibly different 

design/composition as the company has stated that they continue to refine the kit over 

time, as evidenced by the change in incubation temperature. The NADP(H) cofactor 

system preformed best at 60 minutes based on the review of the pairs of R2 values, at 

a concentration of 187.5-2000 nM to account for the loss of linearity at the 3000 nM 

range but still needing a full order of magnitude to manage dilutions. 

6.2 Pre-stressed yeast cultures 

Commercial wineries generally rely on active dried yeast to inoculate their wines and 

start the fermentation process. This choice is driven primarily from the stability and 

ease of use of active dried cells when compared to either using liquid or plated 

cultures. As it was important that all three strains be treated alike and that active dried 

yeasts are cultivated on low carbon poor culture media, it was decided to grow the 

cultures up in 2° Brix diluted icewine juice (Tamas et al. 1999; Bellon et al. 2015). 

The initial issue encountered with this process was reaching the target of 1x107 

cells/mL, the Icewine juice was diluted to below 38° Brix which was deemed to be 

not representative of normal commercial Icewine production. In order to grow the 

culture up and to avoid excessive dilution of the Icewine juice, a pelletizing step 



 

   

using centrifugation was considered. When pelletizing cells, the two main factors at 

play are the force applied during centrifugation and the time that the force is applied 

with the two being inverses of each other. An excessive use of either time or force 

will increase cellular damage and decrease cell viability and so trials were conducted 

to determine a reasonable spin speed and duration to generate the required pellet. In 

Figure 3.6 all cultures were spun for 10 minutes but with different forces. As Figure 

3.6B shows, after two days of cell growth there was a statistical difference found 

between the unspun cells and the 2988 RCF spins but there was no difference 

detected between the 120 and the 478 RCF trials nor them with either the unspun or 

2988 RCF trials. Based on this data it was determined that 120 RCF was sufficient at 

10 minutes to generate the required pellet. The next set was to optimize the spin time 

which can be seen in Figure 3.7 and specifically in sub-figure B which shows there 

was no statistical difference between spinning for 2, 5, or 10 minutes. While the mean 

value increased at 5 minutes, it could be related to the competing factors of 

sedimentation vs causing more cellular damage but since all three were statistically 

equivalent, a two-minute spin was selected. 

The end result was that the plated yeast cells were grown up in 2° Brix diluted 

Icewine juice for 24 hours and then spin concentrated for 2 minutes at 120 RCF at 4 

°C prior to being inoculated into the 40° Brix Icewine juice. 

6.3 Results: Comparison Between K1-V1116 Wild-Type and K1-V1116  

With the K1-V1116 Δstl1 knockout being fully dependent on the production of de 

novo glycerol for glycerol mediated management of hyperosmotic environments, it 
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would be expected that the knockout would produce more glycerol, and acetic acid as 

a consequence, than it’s wild-type parent. Table 5.1 shows the final wines of the K1-

V1116 Δstl1 did show increased levels of both glycerol and acetic acid when 

compared to the wild-type on a per sugar basis, in agreement with the hypothesis. 

Further, when glycerol is plotted as a function of sugar consumption, Figure 4.4 B, 

divergence between the two strains is seen around the 25 g/L of sugar consumed 

range for the glycerol which is consistent with the divergence in acetic acid per unit 

of sugar at around 25 g/L. This result further provides evidence that acetic acid is the 

electron pair receptor to rebalance the redox status of the cell.  

A possible reason for the lack of statistical difference between K1-V1116 wild-type 

and the K1-V1116 Δstl1 for glycerol production as a function of time is due to the 

intrinsic permeability of glycerol to the yeast’s cellular membrane (van Dijken, 

Weusthuis, and Pronk 1993). Given that both trials started with the same cell mass 

and that both strains will attempt to maintain the same level of turgor pressure, they 

should both lose the same amount of glycerol per unit of time through diffusion. The 

only differences between the two treatments is that of the Stl1p being present or not 

and the change of Brix in the Icewine juice/wine over time. Ultimately, both strains 

should lose roughly the same amount of glycerol over time, for a given glycerol 

concentration and osmotic pressure. This is supported by the final glycerol values in 

the wine (not production levels) between the two strains being statistically not 

significant. At 19 g/L of glycerol, equilibrium across the cellular membrane likely 

exists and so Stl1p serves no purpose at this point. If either the passive diffusion of 

glycerol out of the cell or the uptake of glycerol into the cell via Stl1p were 



 

   

significant, then it would be expected that there should have been a statistical 

difference in the two glycerol production values but there was not, with only a 0.2 g/L 

difference. An interesting inference then can be made in that Stl1p provides an 

efficient and very energetically economic way of adapting to hyperosmotic 

environments. Another option in interpreting the data would be that de novo 

production of glycerol cannot provide all the glycerol needed for the yeast cell to 

thrive in Icewine juice. So, while both strains are at maximum glycerol production 

capacity, the wild-type, with the ability to import glycerol experienced less osmotic 

stress than the knock out and therefore had a metabolic advantage. Continuing the 

thought of both producing maximal glycerol, the knockout may have had to resort to 

producing more energetically expensive osmolytes such as trehalose though that does 

not explain the lower sugar and lower ethanol production levels. 

Acetic acid as shown in Figure 4.5 also displays the same statistical pattern as 

glycerol. When acetic acid is viewed as a function of time it shows no statistical 

difference between the wild-type and the knockout strains at the end point though the 

knockout does lag the wild-type in acetic acid production around days 12-23. Acetic 

acid as a function of sugar consumption conversely shows a statistical difference 

between the two strains with the knockout producing more acetic acid per unit of 

sugar consumed. This was expected since the knockout is required to produce more 

glycerol, as was demonstrated in Figure 4.4 as a function of sugar consumption, along 

with previous work. 
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When acetic acid production is viewed as a function of glycerol production (Figure 

4.6) the two ratios are nearly identical and are not statistically different. This again 

makes sense as both strains have the same metabolic machinery and set points. The 

only difference between the two is the how they can source glycerol. With the 

knockout having to produce all of its glycerol, it would simply produce more acetic 

acid as a consequence. Had part of the pathway become saturated, there might have 

been a difference in glycerol to acetic acid ratios, as a secondary system would 

become activated to help clear the bottle neck, but that was not observed. The other 

option is that at one point the system did become saturated and if that was the case the 

cells were quickly able to clear the bottle neck by up regulating the appropriate 

enzymes or pathways.  

The last metabolite was acetaldehyde, which is the precursor to both acetic acid and 

ethanol. In Figure 4.7, the final values of acetaldehyde are statistically lower in the 

K1-V1116 Δstl1 for both time and sugar consumption. This is likely due to the need 

for the cell to regenerate more NADH, and so acetaldehyde becomes oxidized to a 

greater degree in the knockout than the wild-type counterpart. Supporting this, the 

results show that acetaldehyde levels were lower in the K1-V1116 Δstl1. 

Reviewing the NAD(H) ratios in Figure 4.8 suggests there is a difference in the 

oxidized NAD+ to total NAD(H) ratio between the K1-V1116 wild-type and the Δstl1 

knockout, however, statistics reported no significant difference between the strains. 

There are several reasons why no significate difference was found between the two 

strains. First, there may be no difference because those strains had the same redox set 



 

   

points, and were able to maintain them, even though the knockout was producing 

higher quantities of both glycerol and acetic acid per unit of sugar. The idea that both 

strains would attempt to maintain similar NAD(H) ratios is reasonable considering 

they are the same strain except for the knockout missing the STL1 gene and so cannot 

produce Stl1p. All of the machinery would still be set for the same ratios and only if 

the loss of STL1 and the subsequent increased production of glycerol could perturb 

the system enough would there become a statistical difference.  

Continuing that line of thought and tying in the earlier theory that both strains were 

producing maximum glycerol, then both strains showing the same ratio of NAD+ to 

total NAD(H) is plausible. In this case both strains would be producing glycerol to 

their biochemical pathway limit and in the process generating NAD+. At the same 

time, the cell needs energy and as it is in an anaerobic environment, it can only do 

this through alcoholic fermentation. The final step in alcoholic fermentation is the 

reduction of acetaldehyde to ethanol and since the primary metabolite is ethanol, that 

means acetaldehyde is equally available in high concentrations, even if only 

transiently. This would allow the K1-V1116 Δstl1 to regenerate NADH from NAD+ 

that was produced through an alternative hyperosmotic adaption strategy, producing 

more acetic acid then the wild-type while maintaining it’s redox status. 

Alternately, considering that the shifts in ratios are roughly 10%, it is possible that the 

method and kit are not sensitive enough to detect these small changes.  Amplifying 

nano-molar concentrations over 90 minutes could introduce enough error into the 

system to cause the loss of statistical significance. As the standard curves only 
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provided one order of magnitude of linear range, any ratio under 10% required the 

reading of two different dilutions which would introduce further error into the 

readings. 

While kit issues might be at play, there are several other factors when looked at 

together suggest that in fact the knockout and the wild-type K1-V1116 should have 

the same NAD(H) ratio. First, STL1 does not directly impact cofactor status. While it 

is a glycerol/H+ symporter and will slightly acidify the cytosol, it does not directly 

perturb the redox status of the cell. STL1 does change the NAD(H) redox status of the 

cell indirectly by reducing the need to produce less glycerol and there generate less 

NAD+.  

Whatever mechanisms used to manage the redox balance and force the increase in 

acetic acid production to maintain the NAD(H) system, should have all the exact 

same signals and pressures (pH, osmotic pressure, salt content, temperature, etc.) 

except for the NAD(H) ratio, which suggests it should match the wild-type unless it 

was producing an order of magnitude more glycerol, which it was not.  

Further work could be done in looking for concentration changes in the NAD(H) 

cofactor system to see if there is an increase in the NAD(H) concentration in the 

knockout to satisfy the increased glycerol and acetic acid production. Alternately, if 

that is not the case it could be that the cofactors are simply cycling faster than in the 

wild-type. Another avenue to explore would be to perturb the system in some other 

way to attempt to elicit a response. Such possible perturbations could include 

removing the glycerol from the initial Icewine juice, or finding a low glycerol content 



 

   

Icewine juice, and inoculating with the wild-type strain as this would simulate the 

knockout in normal Icewine juice. Deacidifying the Icewine juice could be another 

interesting option in an attempt to render the STL1p less efficient. By changing the 

pH from ~3 to ~8.5, the proton gradient across the cell membrane would be removed, 

making the uptake of glycerol less energetically favourable. Icewine juice could also 

be diluted and then fortified with an inorganic salt to replicate the osmotic pressure of 

40° Brix juice, however this would change both the pH and the glycerol content of 

the initial juice and so might not be a good starting point but could provide a good 

interpolation point if the earlier suggested trails were completed. 

6.4 Results: Comparison Between K1-V1116 Wild-Type and CN1 

Having established both the base line metabolite and redox status of the K1-V1116 

wild-type along with its glycerol symporter knockout, K1-V1116 Δstl1, a new species 

and strain of yeast, S. uvarum CN1 was investigated using the same protocols to 

accomplish two major items. The first was to show if CN1 could produce low levels 

of acetic acid in Icewine juice and the second was to compare its metabolites and 

redox status to that of both the K1-V1116 wild-type and the K1-V1116 Δstl1 strains. 

As Table 5.1 provides, CN1 was shown to statistically produce less acetic acid than 

the K1-V1116 wild-type and the knockout at both final time and normalized to sugar 

under 40° Brix Icewine juice fermentations. This provides the first evidence that CN1 

is able to produce low acetic acid wines from juice above 28° Bix and more 

specifically, at the critical 40° Brix concentration required for quality Icewine 

production (Kelly et al. 2018; Kelly 2020). This is important for two major reasons, it 
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further confirms Kelly’s results and suggests that CN1 could be capable of producing 

quality Icewine from a legal requirement stand point. CN1, however, would need to 

go through a sensory evaluation/oenographic profile to ensure that CN1 can produce 

an Icewine that will pass the VQA panel as the VQA not only has technical 

requirements but also sensory requirements. 

From a secondary metabolite perspective, CN1 produced the same amount of glycerol 

at the end of fermentation and per unit sugar consumed as compared to the K1-V1116 

wild-type and the same concentration at the end of the fermentation for the K1-V1116 

Δstl1 strain. This provides further evidence that perhaps all three strains were at 

maximum glycerol production. While CN1 is S. uvarum and not S. cerevisiae like the 

two K1-V1116 strains, this could make the connection between the same maximal 

glycerol production levels less convincing. However, they are both of the same genus 

and therefor they could very well share the same limitations in terms of glycerol 

production. Likely further work with other S. cerevisiae and S. uvarum would need to 

be investigated, along with possibly other species of Saccharomyces, but at this point 

it is an interesting observation. 

Acetic acid production was plotted against glycerol production and saw both a linear 

relationship through the fermentation along with the expected lower ratio of acetic 

acid to glycerol as compared to both of the K1-V1116 strains. The linearity of 

production of the two metabolites suggests that this is normal behaviour for the CN1 

yeast and not that a pathway was activated or deactivated at some point during the 

fermentation due to an external stimulus. This is of particular importance to 



 

   

winemakers where if there were a set of criteria that had to be met for CN1 to 

produce low levels of acetic acid during the fermentation, it would become less 

commercially viable. Additionally, as shown in Figure 5.5, CN1’s production of 

acetic acid leveled off near the end of fermentation both temporally and per sugar 

consumed, especially when compared to K1-V1116 wild-type and even the knockout. 

This would suggest that CN1 might be useful for longer ferments than the K1-V1116 

wild-type, which continued to produce more acetic acid during the final time points of 

the fermentation.  

The last metabolite, acetaldehyde, was produced in lower quantities than the K1-

V1116 wild-type at both the final timepoint and on a per sugar basis, which 

considering it is a wine fault in elevated levels, again suggests CN1’s suitability for 

producing quality Icewine.  

With the NAD(H) cofactor system, again all three strains produced no statistical 

difference in NAD+ to total NAD(H) values over the course of the fermentation. This 

again could add credence to the notion that all three strains were producing maximal 

glycerol during the first week of fermentation and that CN1 has sufficiently similar 

biology that it’s redox homeostatic set point is similar to the K1-V1116 strains and 

that it was able to cope under the increased conversion of NADH to NAD+ due to the 

glycerol production. The other possibility is that the kits do not have the level of 

sensitivity or reproducibility required to detect 1 or 2% changes within the system. 

For the NADP(H) cofactor system, there was a statistical difference between the CN1 

strain and the two K1-V1116 strains with the CN1 strain demonstrating a statistically 
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lower NADP+ to total NADP(H) ratio. This could suggest that CN1 has a lower set 

point for NADP+ or that there are fundamental differences between CN1 and the K1-

V1116 strains on the NADP(H) dependent pathways. Further investigation would be 

needed but this could be due to simply an enzyme with a higher affinity to oxidize its 

substrate in the CN1 strain over the K1-V1116 strains or it could be much more 

complex. 

Ultimately, CN1 produces lower amounts of both acetic acid and acetaldehyde then 

the commercially used K1-V1116 wild-type strain and produced the same amount of 

glycerol. While CN1 did produce less ethanol, it is possible that a longer ferment 

might yield a higher alcohol content and ultimately it was able to ferment to 9.8% 

ethanol and that is typically the target (of 10%) for high quality Icewine.  

6.5 Impact to the wine industry  

As the production of Icewine is a long and expensive process, wineries need to ensure 

that one of the last, and most critical, steps, yeast selection, is done carefully so as to 

avoid the final Icewine being unsellable due to excessive acetic acid (Ontario 

Government 2017). Specifically, because there is no viable option to remediate 

Icewine wine at present, the current options are discard the wine, blend it, or use 

reverse osmosis (Goode 2018; Vilela-Moura et al. 2011). The first option is not a 

solution as the loss of the Icewine designation significantly drops the value of the 

wine. The second option, blending, is generally not available except to the major 

producers as Icewine is produced in such small amounts that there is not normally 

enough stock to blend out the acetic acid, especially since Icewine with acceptable 



 

   

quantities of acetic acid are already elevated. To further make blending less practical, 

VQA does not allow for non-vintaged Icewine, meaning that even if a winemaker 

wanted to hold onto the Icewine until the next year, they could not blend the two 

vintages together without declassifying the Icewine. The third option of using reverse 

osmosis requires very expensive equipment, the viscosity of Icewine is such that it 

would put excessive stress on the unit, and the loss of Icewine in the unit would likely 

make the use of reverse osmosis questionable at best (Goode 2018).  

While the K1-V1116 Δstl1 strain is not a viable yeast strain for producing any 

commercial wine first because of it’s GMO status along with it’s low production of 

ethanol and high production of acetic acid, it was, and hopefully will continue to be, a 

useful laboratory strain for probing the biochemical pathways between production of 

glycerol and acetic acid in Icewine. CN1, however shows promise as a competent 

fermenter of Icewine juice into a final product. Although it produced lower levels of 

ethanol than the K1-V1116 wild-type, it was able to produce levels above the legal 

minimum and commonly winemakers strive for around 10-12%, so it might simply be 

a matter of optimizing other parameters such as temperature, agitation, or extended 

fermentation time to reach the desired ethanol concentration. Again, these 

fermentations went for a total of 39 days, if allowed to ferment additional few weeks 

an extra few percentage points of ethanol might be obtained. This could lead a 

winemaker to ferment two or more tanks of Icewine, each with a different strain of 

yeast including CN1 which could help lower acetic acid concentrations while the 

other strains support the CN1 with higher alcohol concentrations. Another option 

would be to co-inoculate either in parallel or serially with a strain like K1-V1116 or 
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EC-1118. This co-inoculation, again would allow for synergies between the two or 

more strains, allowing one strain to produce more ethanol while the CN1 helps to 

keep the acetic acid lower than if it was not used.    

6.6 Future Research 

6.6.1 Further Knockouts 

Continuing with the ability to selectively knockout genes, and therefore enzymes, 

from yeast, the possibility to knockout GPD1 or GPD2 would allow for the 

investigation of the inverse of the K1-V1116 Δstl1 strain. While there are already 

ΔGPD1 and ΔGPD2 variants available (F. Remize et al. 2003; Ansell et al. 1997), 

they would not be based on the K1-V1116 wild-type and so would likely express a 

different phenotype. These three knockouts (GDP1 only, GDP2 only, and GDP1 and 

2) would be able to uptake glycerol via Stl1p but would be limited or unable to 

produce glycerol via dihydroxyacetone phosphate. Since there is roughly 10 g/L of 

glycerol in Icewine juice, there should be enough glycerol for the cells to survive, via 

glycerol uptake, but without the ability to produce de novo glycerol, any metabolite or 

redox changes to the cells would be attributable to stress induction via non-glycerol 

production methods. The advantage of this experiment would be to have a positive 

control, where the K1-V1116 wild-type would be compared against both the K1-

V1116 Δstl1 and the K1-V1116 ΔGPD1-2 to help further eluate possible 

mechanisms.   

This series of experiments would also help confirm the roles of GPD1 and GPD2 in 

mitigating hyperosmotic stress as the current literature suggests that GPD1 is 



 

   

primarily induced under osmotic stress while GPD2 is induced during anoxic 

situations like fermentation (Ansell et al. 1997; F. Remize et al. 2003; Pigeau and 

Inglis 2005).  

6.6.2 Continued Co-Factor Studies 

Another route of investigation would be to look the cofactors beyond Day 8. When 

acetic acid is viewed on a time basis, Figure 5.5, CN1 trends the same as both the K1-

V1116 strains until around day 10 where it starts to diverge and level off. CN1 from 

day 8 until Day 38 produced an extra 43% acetic acid while the K1-V1116 wild-type 

produced an extra 144% more acetic acid. This would suggest there are alternate 

biochemical pathways being used between the CN1 and the K1-V1116 wild-type later 

in the fermentation. Since there is a 0.57 g/mL (or 54%) difference between the CN1 

and K1-V1116 wild-type in the finished wines, this area of research should be 

strongly considered.  

Currently there are no published data on CN1 grown in typical table wine juice (~20° 

Brix) to provide a base line of the cofactors to compare with table wine juice for K1-

V1116 wild-type, which has been published by Yang et al (2017). This data set might 

help elude part of the biochemistry that makes CN1 produce lower levels of acetic 

acid.   

Another future experiment could be to grow the knockout on synthetic glycerol free 

Icewine juice. This would cause the K1-V1116 wild-type and CN1 to behave like the 

K1-V1116 Δstl1 as both would not be able to utilize extracellular glycerol found 
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naturally in the Icewine Juice. This could help show if the non-statistically different, 

but visually lower ratio of NADP+ to total NADP(H) seen in the knockout is accurate 

or if there is an actual statistical difference. If both K1-V1116 strains show a 

depression in the NADP+ ratio under glycerol free synthetic icewine juice, it could 

suggest a role for the NADP(H) system as hypothesised by Yang et al (F. Yang, Heit, 

and Inglis 2017). 

6.6.3 Acetoin 

Acetoin, or 3-hydroxybutan-2-one, is a compound in that it is well tolerated by yeast 

cells at levels of 200 mM in a juice matrix and acts as a oxidizing agent that can 

convert NADH to NAD+ and in the process become 2,3-butandiol (Bloem et al. 

2016). This is accomplished by the (2R,3R)-,3-butanediol dehydrogenase (Bdh1p), 

naturally found in S. cerevisiae, and is specific for the NAD(H) cofactor (González et 

al. 2000). As both the general non-toxicity of both compounds and its ability, in high 

enough concentrations, to perturb the yeast’s NAD(H) redox status towards the 

oxidized state, acetoin would allow testing of the hypothesis that both K1-V1116 

strains produce maximal glycerol in Icewine juice and that the cell is able to maintain 

redox status in the process by perturbing the balance. Presumably CN1 would also 

have the BDH1 gene but as it is a different species, this would need to be investigated 

and confirmed. Experiments could be designed for the estimation of excess redox 

buffer capacity of the system by identifying the concentration required to cause the 

redox status to shift towards the oxidized form. It would be expected that the K1-

V1116 Δstl1 knockout would have less redox buffering capacity than it’s wild-type 

parent. Assaying CN1 might help provide clues as to if it is able to utilize the 



 

   

NADP(H) cofactors in glycerol synthesis. Further, the lab group who did the initial 

characterization of Bdh1p also engineered a Bdh1p variant that was specific for 

NADP(H) and inserted it into the EC1118 strain 59A along with an overexpressing 

version of wild-type NAD(H) dependent Bdh1 gene (Bloem et al. 2016; Ehsani et al. 

2009). Since there is already published Icewine fermentation data with enzyme 

cofactors using EC1118, requesting cultures of the three strains (wild-type, over 

expressing NAD(H), and the NADP(H)) could be another avenue to further probe the 

redox status changes of yeast cells under Icewine induced hyperosmotic stress. 

Lastly, there could be an option for collaboration between Brock University and 

Université Montpellier. 

6.6.4 Glycerol Spiking 

Working on the theory that glycerol production was at capacity for all three strains 

and that glycerol production stagnates around day 10 to 14, the question arises of why 

this happens since glycerol should be needed as an internal osmolyte for the 

remainder of the fermentation (day 38) as the cells are still mostly viable and the 

remaining sugar ranged from 244 to 332 g/L. If it were not for the K1-V1116 Δstl1 

strain, it could be hypothesised that there was sufficient glycerol for the Stl1p to be 

saturated and provide the bulk of the glycerol for the cell. However, due to K1-V1116 

Δstl1 having the same production and trend as the other two strains, this would 

suggest the idea is not correct. Since we have worked on the premise that glycerol can 

leak across the membrane, perhaps at around 18-19 g/L the diffusion across the 

membrane reaches equilibrium and any new glycerol produced would simply be 

needed for non-osmolyte uses. To test for this theory, Icewine juice could be spiked 
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with glycerol to reach 20 g/L and introduce the three strains. If the theory is correct, 

the expected results would be that both K1-V1116 and CN1 would produce very little 

excess glycerol, and therefore acetic acid. The K1-V1116 Δstl1 on the other hand, 

would likely still show an increase in glycerol and acetic acid production, during the 

first day or two, but it would be expected to be very small, and possibly within the 

error of the system. As soon as the cells acclimatize and start to divide, their 

cytoplasm should have equilibrated and production, due to osmotic stress, slowed 

down or halted all together.  

6.7 Future Improvements 

Reproducibility for the co-enzyme extraction is highly dependent on consistency of 

the roughly 5-hour protocol. Realizing that some of the materials used during the 

cofactor extraction process are very expensive (namely zymolase, DDT, sterile 

Icewine juice,  and the co-factor kits), it could be possible to train up a new person on 

sterile regular juice or YPD, reducing the quantity of zymolase needed, and then 

running a Bradford protein assay rather than the co-enzyme kits. Completing daily 

runs of the protocol for about 10-14 days should build enough muscle memory for the 

majority of the experiment. From there, building standard curves using the enzyme 

kits and becoming used to the kit protocol would be the next step. Finally, a full run 

of the protocol would be the final test and hopefully would yield useful data. 

Lastly, the inspection and validation of each of AAT Bioquest co-factor kits is highly 

recommended as there were several kits that were shipped defective. One known 



 

   

issue was with a reaction solution being incorrectly labelled which caused a zero 

value result for the oxidized NAD(P) assay. 

7 Conclusions 

The cofactor kits, utilizing an enzyme cycling technique, were optimized for the 

project with the NAD(H) kit cycling for 90 minutes with a valid concentration range 

of 187.5 to 3,000 nM and the NADP(H) kit cycling for 60 minutes with a valid 

concentration range of 187.5 to 2,000 nM. The updated protocol of completing the 

extraction at 37 °C rather than the previous 25 °C was confirmed to provide more 

consistent results. 

Commercial winery yeasts are most commonly provided by the manufacturer in the 

active-dry form, whereby they are grownup aerobically on a low carbon source, 

collected, and then dried. In a partial attempt to replicate the stresses the yeast go 

through in the production of active-dry yeast, the yeast were grown up aerobically 

and then collected, with the drying step omitted. The aerobic grow-up of the cells on 

2° Brix diluted Icewine juice for 24 hours and then subsequent spin concentration at 

120 RCF for 2 minutes was the grow-up and cell concentration protocol chosen for 

the cofactor experiments. 

As was hypothesised, the K1-V1116 Δstl1 produced more glycerol and more acetic 

acid than the parent wild-type when normalized to sugar. Interestingly, when acetic 

acid is normalized to glycerol production, both strains demonstrated the same ratio, 

likely due to biochemical machinery in both strains and is further supported by the 
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same cofactor ratios through the fermentations. When CN1 is considered alongside 

the two K1-V1116 strains, it produced less acetic acid both in total and as a function 

of glycerol production and showed a statistically lower NADP+ to total NADP(H) 

ratio. 

Ultimately, CN1 may prove to be a superior yeast for fermenting higher Brix wines, 

such as Icewine, appassimento, and late harvest among others. However, the exact 

mechanism for its lower acetic acid production still has not been fully eluded.  
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9 Appendix 

9.1 Cofactor Statistics 

Table 9.1 Statistics for Spin Time and Spin Force Experiments 

The statistics presented in this table are used in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7. Both 

ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD critical values were held at p<0.05. The ANOVA result 

applies to the data group while the Tukey P value applies to the data (time or force) 

pair, n=2. 

Treatment 
Time 
(Day) Pair-wise 

ANOVA 
P-value  

ANOVA 
Result 

Tukey 
P-value  

Tukey 
HSD 
Result 

Spin Time 2 2m-10m 0.0000 TRUE 1.0000 FALSE 

Spin Time 2 5m-10m 0.0000 TRUE 0.9459 FALSE 

Spin Time 2 Unspun-10m 0.0000 TRUE 0.0001 TRUE 

Spin Time 2 5m-2m 0.0000 TRUE 0.9545 FALSE 

Spin Time 2 Unspun-2m 0.0000 TRUE 0.0001 TRUE 

Spin Time 2 Unspun-5m 0.0000 TRUE 0.0001 TRUE 

Spin Speed 2 478 RCF- 120 RCF 0.0408 TRUE 0.9998 FALSE 

Spin Speed 2 2988 RCF-120 RCF 0.0408 TRUE 0.2910 FALSE 

Spin Speed 2 Unspun-120 RCF 0.0408 TRUE 0.1789 FALSE 

Spin Speed 2 2988 RCF-478 RCF 0.0408 TRUE 0.3144 FALSE 

Spin Speed 2 Unspun-478 RCF 0.0408 TRUE 0.1658 FALSE 

Spin Speed 2 Unspun-2988 RCF 0.0408 TRUE 0.0308 TRUE 

 

Table 9.2% of NAD+ Cofactor Statistics 

The statistics presented in this table are used in Figure 4.8 and Figure 5.8. Both 

ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD critical values were held at p<0.05. The ANOVA result 

applies to the data group while the Tukey P value applies to the data (species) pair. K 

denotes K1-V1116, D denotes K1-V1116 Δstl1, and C denotes CN1, n=6. 



 

   

Cofactor 
Time 
(Day) 

Pair-wise 
Comparison  ANOVA Pvalue  Anova Result Tukey P value  

Tukey HSD 
Result 

NAD 0 D-C  0.7627  FALSE 0.8945  FALSE 

NAD 0 K-C  0.7627  FALSE 0.9400  FALSE 

NAD 0 K-D  0.7627  FALSE 0.7501  FALSE 

NAD 0.25 D-C  0.0529  FALSE 0.1626  FALSE 

NAD 0.25 K-C  0.0529  FALSE 0.0509  FALSE 

NAD 0.25 K-D  0.0529  FALSE 0.4717  FALSE 

NAD 1 D-C  0.3902  FALSE 0.8019  FALSE 

NAD 1 K-C  0.3902  FALSE 0.6455  FALSE 

NAD 1 K-D  0.3902  FALSE 0.3619  FALSE 

NAD 2 D-C  0.3733  FALSE 0.3462  FALSE 

NAD 2 K-C  0.3733  FALSE 0.8204  FALSE 

NAD 2 K-D  0.3733  FALSE 0.7325  FALSE 

NAD 3 D-C  0.1063  FALSE 0.0940  FALSE 

NAD 3 K-C  0.1063  FALSE 0.5909  FALSE 

NAD 3 K-D  0.1063  FALSE 0.3385  FALSE 

NAD 4 D-C  0.0937  FALSE 0.1908  FALSE 

NAD 4 K-C  0.0937  FALSE 0.8561  FALSE 

NAD 4 K-D  0.0937  FALSE 0.0962  FALSE 

NAD 5 D-C  0.2176  FALSE 0.2075  FALSE 

NAD 5 K-C  0.2176  FALSE 0.8350  FALSE 

NAD 5 K-D  0.2176  FALSE 0.4163  FALSE 

NAD 6 D-C  0.4305  FALSE 0.4207  FALSE 

NAD 6 K-C  0.4305  FALSE 0.6775  FALSE 

NAD 6 K-D  0.4305  FALSE 0.8863  FALSE 
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Table 9.3 % of NADP+ Cofactor Statistics 

The statistics presented in this table are used in Figure 4.9 and Figure 5.9. Both 

ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD critical values were held at p<0.05. The ANOVA result 

applies to the data group while the Tukey P value applies to the data (species) pair. K 

denotes K1-V1116, D denotes K1-V1116 Δstl1, and C denotes CN1, n=6. 

Cofactor 
Time 
(Day) 

Pair-wise 
Comparison 

 ANOVA P-
value  

Anova 
Result 

Tukey 
P-value  

Tukey HSD 
Result 

NADP 0 D-C  0.0288  TRUE 0.1110  FALSE 

NADP 0 K-C  0.0288  TRUE 0.0270  TRUE 

NADP 0 K-D  0.0288  TRUE 0.6589  FALSE 

NADP 0.25 D-C  0.0020  TRUE 0.0104  TRUE 

NADP 0.25 K-C  0.0020  TRUE 0.0020  TRUE 

NADP 0.25 K-D  0.0020  TRUE 0.3685  FALSE 

NADP 1 D-C  0.0079  TRUE 0.0198  TRUE 

NADP 1 K-C  0.0079  TRUE 0.0095  TRUE 

NADP 1 K-D  0.0079  TRUE 0.9544  FALSE 

NADP 2 D-C  0.0063  TRUE 0.0394  TRUE 

NADP 2 K-C  0.0063  TRUE 0.0054  TRUE 

NADP 2 K-D  0.0063  TRUE 0.2411  FALSE 

NADP 3 D-C  0.0013  TRUE 0.2499  FALSE 

NADP 3 K-C  0.0013  TRUE 0.0012  TRUE 

NADP 3 K-D  0.0013  TRUE 0.0059  TRUE 

NADP 4 D-C  0.0051  TRUE 0.0556  FALSE 

NADP 4 K-C  0.0051  TRUE 0.0043  TRUE 

NADP 4 K-D  0.0051  TRUE 0.0536  FALSE 

NADP 5 D-C  0.0007  TRUE 0.0025  TRUE 

NADP 5 K-C  0.0007  TRUE 0.0007  TRUE 

NADP 5 K-D  0.0007  TRUE 0.1136  FALSE 

NADP 6 D-C  0.0003  TRUE 0.0012  TRUE 

NADP 6 K-C  0.0003  TRUE 0.0003  TRUE 

NADP 6 K-D  0.0003  TRUE 0.0354  TRUE 

 

 

  



 

   

Table 9.4 Stats for Metabolites 

The statistics presented in this table are used in Table 4.1 and Table 5.1. Both 

ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD critical values were held at p<0.05. The ANOVA result 

applies to the data group while the Tukey P value applies to the data (species) pair. K 

denotes K1-V1116, D denotes K1-V1116 Δstl1, and C denotes CN1. Acetaldehyde in 

the pre-fermented juice had no detectable concentration and therefore no states were 

preformed on that data set, n=6. 

 
Metabolite Treatment 

Time 
(Day) 

Pair-
wise 

ANOVA 
P-value  

Anova 
Result 

Tukey 
P-value  

Tukey 
HSD 
Result 

ACETALDEHYDE Pre-fermentation 0 K-D NA NA Na Na 

ACETALDEHYDE Pre-fermentation 0 K-C NA NA Na Na 

ACETALDEHYDE Pre-fermentation 0 D-C NA NA Na Na 

ACETALDEHYDE Post Fermentation 38 K-D 0.0000 TRUE 0.0000 TRUE 

ACETALDEHYDE Post Fermentation 38 K-C 0.0000 TRUE 0.0002 TRUE 

ACETALDEHYDE Post Fermentation 38 D-C 0.0000 TRUE 0.0002 TRUE 

ACETALDEHYDE Production 38 K-D  0.0000  TRUE 0.0000  TRUE 

ACETALDEHYDE Production 38 K-C  0.0000  TRUE 0.0002  TRUE 

ACETALDEHYDE Production 38 D-C  0.0000  TRUE 0.0002  TRUE 

ACETALDEHYDE Production Per Sugar 38 K-D  0.0009  TRUE 0.0009  TRUE 

ACETALDEHYDE Production Per Sugar 38 K-C  0.0009  TRUE 0.0041  TRUE 

ACETALDEHYDE Production Per Sugar 38 D-C  0.0009  TRUE 0.2385  FALSE 

ACETIC ACID Pre-fermentation 0 K-D 0.2203 FALSE 0.6755 FALSE 

ACETIC ACID Pre-fermentation 0 K-C 0.2203 FALSE 0.1981 FALSE 

ACETIC ACID Pre-fermentation 0 D-C 0.2203 FALSE 0.5449 FALSE 

ACETIC ACID Post Fermentation 38 K-D 0.0001 TRUE 0.9590 FALSE 

ACETIC ACID Post Fermentation 38 K-C 0.0001 TRUE 0.0002 TRUE 

ACETIC ACID Post Fermentation 38 D-C 0.0001 TRUE 0.0001 TRUE 

ACETIC ACID Production 38 K-D  0.0001  TRUE 0.9636  FALSE 

ACETIC ACID Production 38 K-C  0.0001  TRUE 0.0002  TRUE 

ACETIC ACID Production 38 D-C  0.0001  TRUE 0.0001  TRUE 

ACETIC ACID Production Per Sugar 38 K-D  0.0000  TRUE 0.0002  TRUE 

ACETIC ACID Production Per Sugar 38 K-C  0.0000  TRUE 0.0272  TRUE 

ACETIC ACID Production Per Sugar 38 D-C  0.0000  TRUE 0.0000  TRUE 

ETOH Pre-fermentation 0 K-D 0.2714 FALSE 0.3702 FALSE 

ETOH Pre-fermentation 0 K-C 0.2714 FALSE 0.2977 FALSE 
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ETOH Pre-fermentation 0 D-C 0.2714 FALSE 0.9814 FALSE 

ETOH Post Fermentation 38 K-D 0.0000 TRUE 0.0000 TRUE 

ETOH Post Fermentation 38 K-C 0.0000 TRUE 0.0005 TRUE 

ETOH Post Fermentation 38 D-C 0.0000 TRUE 0.0073 TRUE 

ETOH Production 38 K-D  0.0001  TRUE 0.0000  TRUE 

ETOH Production 38 K-C  0.0001  TRUE 0.0006  TRUE 

ETOH Production 38 D-C  0.0001  TRUE 0.0086  TRUE 

ETOH Production Per Sugar 38 K-D  0.0027  TRUE 0.1310  FALSE 

ETOH Production Per Sugar 38 K-C  0.0027  TRUE 0.0231  TRUE 

ETOH Production Per Sugar 38 D-C  0.0027  TRUE 0.0023  TRUE 

GLYCEROL Pre-fermentation 0 K-D 0.4734 FALSE 0.6242 FALSE 

GLYCEROL Pre-fermentation 0 K-C 0.4734 FALSE 0.9584 FALSE 

GLYCEROL Pre-fermentation 0 D-C 0.4734 FALSE 0.4741 FALSE 

GLYCEROL Post Fermentation 38 K-D 0.4090 FALSE 0.3801 FALSE 

GLYCEROL Post Fermentation 38 K-C 0.4090 FALSE 0.7300 FALSE 

GLYCEROL Post Fermentation 38 D-C 0.4090 FALSE 0.7910 FALSE 

GLYCEROL Production 38 K-D  0.3933  FALSE 0.4502  FALSE 

GLYCEROL Production 38 K-C  0.3933  FALSE 0.9998  FALSE 

GLYCEROL Production 38 D-C  0.3933  FALSE 0.4588  FALSE 

GLYCEROL Production Per Sugar 38 K-D  0.0001  TRUE 0.0001  TRUE 

GLYCEROL Production Per Sugar 38 K-C  0.0001  TRUE 0.3786  FALSE 

GLYCEROL Production Per Sugar 38 D-C  0.0001  TRUE 0.0002  TRUE 

SUGAR Pre-fermentation 0 K-D 0.0180 TRUE 0.8088 FALSE 

SUGAR Pre-fermentation 0 K-C 0.0180 TRUE 0.0202 TRUE 

SUGAR Pre-fermentation 0 D-C 0.0180 TRUE 0.0426 TRUE 

SUGAR Consumption 38 K-D 0.0000 TRUE 0.0000 TRUE 

SUGAR Consumption 38 K-C 0.0000 TRUE 0.0024 TRUE 

SUGAR Consumption 38 D-C 0.0000 TRUE 0.0000 TRUE 

SUGAR Post Fermentation 38 K-D  0.0000  TRUE 0.0000  TRUE 

SUGAR Post Fermentation 38 K-C  0.0000  TRUE 0.0018  TRUE 

SUGAR Post Fermentation 38 D-C  0.0000  TRUE 0.0003  TRUE 

 

  



 

   

Table 9.5Statistics for Cell Counts for Metabolite and Cofactor Analysis 

The statistics presented in this table are used in Figure 4.1 and Figure 5.1. Both 

ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD critical values were held at p<0.05. The ANOVA result 

applies to the data group while the Tukey P value applies to the data (species) pair. K 

denotes K1-V1116, D denotes K1-V1116 Δstl1, and C denotes CN1. n=6. 

Time comparison 
ANOVA 
P-value  

ANOVA 
Result 

Tukey 
P-value  

Tukey 
HSD 
Result 

0 D-C 0.1141 FALSE 0.0990 FALSE 

0 K-C 0.1141 FALSE 0.4546 FALSE 

0 K-D 0.1141 FALSE 0.4735 FALSE 

0.25 D-C 0.0010 TRUE 0.0008 TRUE 

0.25 K-C 0.0010 TRUE 0.0164 TRUE 

0.25 K-D 0.0010 TRUE 0.0353 TRUE 

1 D-C 0.0089 TRUE 0.0076 TRUE 

1 K-C 0.0089 TRUE 0.0555 FALSE 

1 K-D 0.0089 TRUE 0.2625 FALSE 

2 D-C 0.0055 TRUE 0.0047 TRUE 

2 K-C 0.0055 TRUE 0.0442 TRUE 

2 K-D 0.0055 TRUE 0.0774 FALSE 

3 D-C 0.0433 TRUE 0.1180 FALSE 

3 K-C 0.0433 TRUE 0.0424 TRUE 

3 K-D 0.0433 TRUE 0.7068 FALSE 

4 D-C 0.1553 FALSE 0.1512 FALSE 

4 K-C 0.1553 FALSE 0.3114 FALSE 

4 K-D 0.1553 FALSE 0.8354 FALSE 

5 D-C 0.3471 FALSE 0.7057 FALSE 

5 K-C 0.3471 FALSE 0.7317 FALSE 

5 K-D 0.3471 FALSE 0.3187 FALSE 

6 D-C 0.0040 TRUE 0.7761 FALSE 

6 K-C 0.0040 TRUE 0.0099 TRUE 

6 K-D 0.0040 TRUE 0.0049 TRUE 

8 D-C 0.7537 FALSE 0.9764 FALSE 

8 K-C 0.7537 FALSE 0.7423 FALSE 

8 K-D 0.7537 FALSE 0.9216 FALSE 

10 D-C 0.5922 FALSE 0.9994 FALSE 

10 K-C 0.5922 FALSE 0.6355 FALSE 

10 K-D 0.5922 FALSE 0.6548 FALSE 
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12 D-C 0.0547 FALSE 0.0759 FALSE 

12 K-C 0.0547 FALSE 0.9990 FALSE 

12 K-D 0.0547 FALSE 0.0801 FALSE 

14 D-C 0.2924 FALSE 0.6591 FALSE 

14 K-C 0.2924 FALSE 0.6932 FALSE 

14 K-D 0.2924 FALSE 0.2657 FALSE 

17 D-C 0.5788 FALSE 0.9836 FALSE 

17 K-C 0.5788 FALSE 0.6885 FALSE 

17 K-D 0.5788 FALSE 0.5905 FALSE 

20 D-C 0.3668 FALSE 0.9349 FALSE 

20 K-C 0.3668 FALSE 0.5346 FALSE 

20 K-D 0.3668 FALSE 0.3650 FALSE 

23 D-C 0.2732 FALSE 0.2573 FALSE 

23 K-C 0.2732 FALSE 0.8305 FALSE 

23 K-D 0.2732 FALSE 0.5060 FALSE 

26 D-C 0.5570 FALSE 0.5384 FALSE 

26 K-C 0.5570 FALSE 0.7527 FALSE 

26 K-D 0.5570 FALSE 0.9234 FALSE 

29 D-C 0.6388 FALSE 0.8605 FALSE 

29 K-C 0.6388 FALSE 0.6134 FALSE 

29 K-D 0.6388 FALSE 0.8948 FALSE 

32 D-C 0.5839 FALSE 0.8711 FALSE 

32 K-C 0.5839 FALSE 0.8361 FALSE 

32 K-D 0.5839 FALSE 0.5565 FALSE 

35 D-C 0.1032 FALSE 0.0996 FALSE 

35 K-C 0.1032 FALSE 0.2633 FALSE 

35 K-D 0.1032 FALSE 0.5933 FALSE 

38 D-C 0.2347 FALSE 0.2162 FALSE 

38 K-C 0.2347 FALSE 0.6402 FALSE 

38 K-D 0.2347 FALSE 0.5146 FALSE 
 


